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Outlook of the seminar 
•  Introduction. 
•  Hadronic matter phase diagram (lQCD) 
•  Golden probes. 
•  Heavy Ion Collisions. 
•  Experimental Results. 
•  More on Heavy Flavour and Quarkonium. 
•  Future ALICE program for run#3. 
•  MFT project. 
•  Conclusions. 
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Key Questions 
ü What are the fundamental properties of strongly 
interacting matter as a function of temperature and 
density?  
ü How do hadrons acquire their mass and how is the 
mass modified by the medium they move in?  
ü What are the properties of the quark gluon 
plasma?  
ü To which extent did these properties govern the  
ü evolution of the universe?  
ü Are there colour superconductors and highly 
dense gluonic objects in nature?  
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NuPECC Report 
Phase Diagram of Matter 
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Hadronic matter at high T 
ü Before the discovering of the QCD asymptotic 
freedom, Hagedorn tried to imagine the 
properties of matter at high T (in the 60’s). 
ü Hadronic resonances are created increasing 
the internal degrees of freedom of the system; 
ü Hagedorn realized that the number of hadron 
species increases exponentially with the 
hadron mass. 
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Hagedorn limit temperature 
•  When matter try to reach the TH temperature, energy 
is used to increase the number of hadronic 
resonances. 
•  In consequence, infinite energy will be needed to 
reach a temperature TH (~170 MeV) of matter. TH 
becomes the limit temperature of the matter. 
TH is the Hagedorn temperature 
R. Hagedorn, Nuovo Cimento Supplementovol.3, page 147 (1965) 
W. Broniowski et al., 
PRD 70,117503(2004) 
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Asymptotic freedom 
1st	diagrams	of	vacuum	polarization	
Nobel	Prize	in	Physics	2004	
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2004/ 7	
http://pdg.lbl.gov/index.html  
PRL 34 1353 (1975) 
PLB 59 67 (1975) 
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“Quark-Gluon Plasma” 
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Volume 78B, number 1 PHYSICS LETTERS 11 Spetember 1797 
QUARK-GLUON PLASMA AND HADRONIC PRODUCTION 
OF LEPTONS, PHOTONS AND PSIONS 
E.V. SHURYAK 
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, USSR 
Received 16 March 1978 
QCD calculations of the production rate ha a quark-gluon plasma and account of the space-time picture of hadronic 
collisions lead to estimates of the dilepton mass spectrum, p± distributions of e -+, ~+-, % n -+, production cross sections of 
charm and psions. 
Hadronic reactions, taking place at small and large 
distances, are treated on quite different theoretical 
grounds. While the former are well described by the 
parton model based on asymptot ic  freedom of  QCD, 
the latter are still discussed in more phenomenological 
way. I should like to argue in this paper, that a very 
important  intermediate region exists, namely reactions 
taking place far from the collision point and not 
obeying the parton model, but  at the same time treat- 
able by  perturbative QCD methods. This region corre- 
sponds to production of  particles with mass M or trans- 
verse momen tump±  such that 1 GeV ~ M , p ±  ~x /~  
( ~  4 - 5  GeV at ISR energies). 
The best known example is dilepton production 
~ + / a - ,  e+e - ) ,  in which deviations from the Dre l l -Yan  
model [1] for dilepton m a s s M ~  5 GeV reach a factor 
101-102 .  Bjorken and Weisberg [2] proposed a qua- 
litative explanation for it: such pairs are produced at 
later stages of  the collision, when antiquarks are more 
numerous and can interact repeatedly. Much earlier, 
Feinberg [3] ascribed them to the charge-current 
fluctuations in the hydrodynamical  model  [4] and 
also stressed the importance of  the space- t ime  aspect 
of  the problem. 
We assume that in hadronic collisions after some 
time a local [7] thermal equilibrium is established in 
the sense that all properties are determined by a single 
parameter, the temperature T, depending on time and 
coordinates. The schematic space - t ime  picture of  the 
collisions is shown in fig. 1. We are interested in the 
final state interaction region, limited by  two lines: 
T(x, t) = T i, the initial temperature at which the thermo- 
dynamical description becomes reasonable, and T(x, t) 
= Tf ~ m~, where the system breaks into secondaries 
[4,7]. The medium is assumed to be the quark -g luon  
t 
\ / 4 g 
~ T = T  i 
J \ 
Fig. 1. The space-time picture of hadronic collisions, proceed- 
hag through the following stages: (1) structure function for- 
mation; (2) hard collisions; (3) final state interaction; (4) free 
secondaries. 
150 
PLB 78B 150 (1978) 
“Quark Gluon Plasma” in [5] E.V. Shuryak, Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz 74 (1978) 408 
Collisions p,π  on p and 
A at ISR energies 
Hadronic Matter in 1975 
Why a phase transition? 
PLB 59 67 (1975) 
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Free Quarks 
Quark Liberation 
Quark-Gluon Plasma 
Deconfined Matter 
 
 
Confined Matter 
Chiral	Symmetry	breaking	
QCD	Lagrangian	of	
massless	Quarks	
Quark	helicity	is	
well	defined	
Invariant	under	Chiral	
symmetry	transformations	The	Chiral	
symmetry	is	
spontaneously	
broken	 Massless	goldstone	bosons	exist:	
the	light	hadron:	pion,	kaon	
Masses	of	the	pion,	kaon	≠	0	:	Quark	are	not	
exactly	massless	(u,d,s).	Chiral	symmetry	is	
explicitly	broken	
Chiral	symmetry	is	restored	at	
high	energy	or	T	
Phase	transition	(or	cross-over)	
should	take	place	
Decofinement	(m=∞)	and	Chiral	
transition	are	the	same	in	QCD	
(confirmed	by	lattice	QCD)	
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Analogy	with	Ferromagnetic	transition	
Transition	 Chiral	 Ferromagnetic	
Spontaneously	
broken	
SU(3)LxSU(3)R	 Isotropie	O(4)	
Order	Parameter	 Condensate	
<qq>≠0	
Magnetisation≠0		
Waves	 Goldstone	bosons:	
π,	K,	η
Spin	waves	
Explicitly	broken	 Mass	of	the	quarks	 External	Magnetic	
field	
T. Schaefer hep-ph/0509068
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Lattice QCD calculations 
Hadron	Gas	to	QGP	phase	transition	
µB=0	
F. Karsch, hep-lat/0106019 & hep-ph/0103314  13	
(Naïve)	Quark	Gluon	Plasma	
Ultra	relativistic	ideal	gas		
Stephan-Boltzmann	law	
for	bosons	and	fermions	
respectively	
g=2	for	photons,	g=4	for	leptons	(e,	µ),	g=3	for	π,	g=16	
for	gluons		and	18	for	quarks	(u,	d,	s),	
In	natural	units	
Degrees	of	freedom	in	QGP	larger	than	in	Hadron	Gas	 14	
Crossover vs phase transition 
F. Karsch, hep-lat/0106019 & hep-ph/0103314  
15	
Hadronic Matter lay-out 
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FIG. 7. Critical behaviour for massless quarks and µB = 0 of the order parameters of the
deconfinement (left plot) and of the chiral (right plot) transitions as predicted by lattice QCD
calculations. The order parameters are the Polyakov susceptibility ( L) and the chiral susceptibility
( m) [Karsch 02a]. Both transitions would indeed be the same one or would take place at the same
critical temperature.
FIG. 8. Lay-out of the hadronic matter phase diagram as it is today conceived.
µB=0	
lQCD	
µB≠	0		models	
16	
Golden “probes” of QGP 
1.  Thermal radiation from QGP; 
2.  Heavy quark potential in QGP; 
3.  Parton-QGP interaction 
17	
Thermal Radiation 
•  Golden probe to measure the temperature of 
the QGP; 
•  It can be real (γ production) or virtual (γ*=>e+e-) 
dielectron production; 
•  Black-body radiation tells us photon yield from 
thermal radiation strongly depend on T (T4); 
•  The macroscopic QGP will “radiate” not only 
photons, but leptons, gluons etc … Ideed QGP 
radiation and QGP is somehow the same!  
18	
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FIG. 9. Thermal photon production in a QGP of 7 fm radius and during 10 fm/c, as expected
from a black-body radiation.
for temperatures of 200 MeV, 500 MeV and 700 MeV. The corresponding photon yields for
energies above 1 GeV are 52, 4600 and 16000, respectively.
Obviously, the numerical example presented here is unrealistic since a 7 fm radius QGP
will be transparent to photons. Under these conditions, the electromagnetic radiation of
a thermalised QGP is not in thermal equilibrium with the medium which is producing it.
Once a photon is produced, it will escape from the QGP, therefore the emission is from
the volume and not from the surface as in the black-body radiation. The calculation of the
thermal photon radiation from a QGP is complicated [Gelis 03, Arleo 03]. At first order,
one could expect a reduction of the total number of photons emitted following the ratio of
the strength of the strong and the electromagnetic forces ↵QED/↵QCD. Only for large size
QGP, with a radius above ⇠0.1 A˚, the black-body radiation model would become valid.
2. Screening of the colour potential between heavy quarks in the QGP
As we have already mentioned, the transition to the QGP only concerns the light quarks
u, d and s, for which the chiral symmetry is a good approximation. Since heavy quarks
explicitly break the chiral symmetry, they are not directly concerned by the transition to
QGP. In other words, the bound states of heavy quarks (quarkonia) are not necessarily melt
in a QGP and they could exist as bound states. For this reason, these bound states become
very interesting probes for measuring the temperature of the QGP [Matsui 86].
Let us see qualitatively which are the properties of a quarkonium embedded in a QGP.
Quarkonia are bound states between two heavy quarks QQ¯: cc¯ for the family ⌘c, J/ ,
 (2S),  c ... and the states bb¯ for the family ⌥’s and  b. The bound state tt¯ has not been
experimentally observed and it will surely not exist due to the short lifetime of the top
19	
Caveat for small QGP drops 
ü Body thermal radiation is a bad approximation 
for a QGP of 7 fm diameter since the mean 
path of a photon or lepton in QGP will be larger 
that its diameter. 
ü  Therefore photon emitted by the QGP are not 
in equilibrium with the QGP. 
ü  Yields scale by a factor ~αQED/αQCD~0.02 (at 
GeV scale). 
20	
Quarkonium 
•  Bound state of Q and its anti-Q: 
–  Charmonium for c-cbar: J/ψ, ψ’, χc; 
–  Bottomonium for b-bar: upsilon family 1S, 2S and 3S. 
•  Properly described by QM: 
Charmonium	family	
21	
Colour		Screening	(CS)	
Matsui & Staz, PLB 178, 416 (1986) 
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Vacuum 
r0	
Quarkonium	
Bound	State	 Bound	State	
In medium 
TC<T<TD	
Melting	of	the	Quarkonium	
Deconfinement	of	Heavy	Quarks		
TD<T	
Heavy	Quark:	c	or	b	
Light	Quarks	and	Gluons	
CS	of	the	heavy	quark	V(r)	
•  Colour	charges	in	the	QGP	could	screen	the	
potential	between	two	heavy	quarks:	
•  Only	if	λD(Debye	Length)<r0(size	of	the	
quarkonum)	screening	occurs;	
•  λD	depends	on	QGP	temperature.	
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Dissociation Temperature 
•  ψ’ and χc melt at QGP transition. 
•  J/ψ and ϒ(2S) melt at similar temperatures. 
•  ϒ (1S) needs very hot QGP to be melted.  
17
Bound state  c  ’ J/ ⌥(2S)  b ⌥(1S)
Td <⇠ Tc <⇠ Tc ⇠1.2Tc ⇠1.2Tc ⇠1.3Tc ⇠2.0Tc
TABLE II. Upper bound of dissociation temperatures Td of quarkonium states in units of the QGP
transition temperature Tc obtained by A. Mocsy and P. Petreczky in [Abreu 08].
strength of the interaction. This explains why  (2S) resonance is easily melt with respect
to J/ and why ⌥(1S) would melt at higher emperatures than that of J/ . You will find a
rigorous calculation of an upper bound of the dissociation temperature of quarkonium in the
contribution of A. Mocsy and P. Petreczky in the reference [Abreu 08]. Their dissociation
temperatures are quoted in table II.
3. Parton - QGP interaction
The QGP could also be studied via its tomography using high energy partons. QCD
predicts that high energy partons will lose energy via gluon radiation when crossing the QGP.
The order of magnitude of the parton energy-loss in QGP would be about  E ⇠1 GeV/fm
and it is expected to be proportional to the gluon density. In addition QCD also predicts
that the formation length of the radiated gluon will be larger than the average distance
between the gluons in the QGP (interaction centres of the incident high energy parton).
As a consequence several interaction centres will participate in the gluon emission from
the parton, and the amplitude from the interaction centres will interfere (this phenomenon
is called Landau-Migdal-Pomeranchuck e↵ect) since the radiated gluon will be coherently
emitted along all its formation length. For this reason for QGP thicknesses about 1-3 fm,
the  E should be proportional to the square of the transversed path length in the QGP
[Baier 97, Zakharov 97]:
 E ⇠ ↵s ⇥ CR ⇥ qˆ(⇢g)⇥ L2 (20)
where ↵s is the strength of the strong interaction, CR is the colour charge factor qˆ is the
transport coe cient which depends on the gluon density (⇢g) of the QGP and L is the
thickness of the QGP.
The energy lost will depend on the nature of the parton:
• Gluons will exhibit larger energy-loss per unit of length than that of quarks. A relative
factor 9/4 due to the colour charge, is associated to the gluonsstrahlung mechanism
from a gluon with respect to that from a quark [Peigne´ 06].
• Heavy quarks are expected to lose less energy than light quarks, due to the absence
of gluon radiation at forward angles, below ✓ < M/E, where M is the quark mass
and E its energy [Dokshitzer 01]. This phenomenon, predicted by the QCD, is called
dead-cone e↵ect. The dead-cone e↵ect should become measurable for beauty quarks,
whereas this e↵ect should remain relatively small for charm quarks. Moreover, elastic
collisions with partons in the QGP could also contribute to the energy-loss of heavy
quarks in the QGP. Finally the hadronization time scale for heavy quark hadroniza-
tion increases due to its larger mass and it could occur, namely for the beauty, that
hadronization takes place when the heavy quark is still traversing the QGP.
One can wonder if other high-energy elementary particles like photons, electrons, elec-
troweak bosons etc... could also be used to study the QGP. Photons and electrons will
only interact electromagnetically and they should lose energy like in ordinary matter via
bremsstrahlung emission and the production of electrons and positron pairs. However, the
expected energy-loss is relatively small for QGP of a radius of tens of femtometers, about
A. Mocsy and P. Petreczky in S. Abreu et al. Journal of 
Physics G,054001 (2008) arXiv:0711.0974v1.  
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Parton-QGP interaction 
•  Depending on colour density in the QGP; 
•  Casimir factor (CR): 4/3 for q , 3 for g 
•  Dead cone effect: important for beauty 5 
GeV/c2 
q,g	
E	 E-ΔE	
25	
ΔE	
How	is	the	energy	dissipated		
in	the	medium?	
Heavy Ion Collisions 
26	
Experimental Method 
•  Heating matter with Ultra Relativistic 
Heavy Ion Collisions. 
•  The first problems to be solved: 
–  More complex than an incoherent superposition of 
individual parton-parton (nucleon-nucleon) collisions. 
–  Full Thermal and Chemical Equilibration of the system. 
–  Nuclear Dynamics under control  
•  Looking for Probes of the equilibrated 
and highly excited matter. 
27	
?	
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e+p inelastic scattering 
k 
k’ 
px 
p θ
Bjorken scaling 
k 
k’ 
|px|=ziM 
zip θ
Quark “discovery” 

Violation of Bjorken scaling 
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Why	Rapidity?	
€ 
y=0.5× ln E+ zpE− zp
$ 
% 
& 
& 
' 
( 
) 
) 
y*	=	y	+	y0	
Kinematical	reason:	
• The	shape	of	the	rapidity	distribution,	dn/dy,	is	invariant	
Dynamical	reason:	
• 	Plateau	of	the	particle	density	per	unit	of	rapidity	in	hadron	hadron	collisions	
-ybeam	 ybeam	y=0	
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Bjorken Model I 
Bjorken PRD27 140 (1983) 
sqrt(s)>20	GeV	
At	LHC	
ε0	~	10-40	GeV/fm3	
Ti	~	350-550	TeV	
21
Let’s consider the volume centred in the nucleus crossing plane, at a time ⌧ after the
nucleus crossing. This volume has a cylindrical shape with a thickness 2 d along the beam
axis direction and a radius R ⇠ 1.124A1/3 in the transverse plane. This volume will contain
all the particles produced with a speed along the beam axis (z axis) below  z   d/⌧ .
Since  z = tanh (y) ⇠ y for y ! 0, the rapidity range  y around y = 0 of particles with a
 z   d/⌧ will be
 y =
2 d
⌧
. (24)
and the total energy in the volume considered will be :
E =
     dEdy
     
y=0
⇥ 2 d
⌧
, (25)
where dE/dy is the total energy created by the strong interaction between the nuclei at y=0.
For other rapidity domains, the previous expression can be easily generalised replacing the
total energy by the transverse energy ET. Finally, we can calculate the energy density in
the volume12:
✏(y) =
     dETdy
     ⇥ 1⇡R2⌧ , (26)
which links the energy density with the transverse energy produced per unit of rapidity.
1. Formation.
The initial energy density can then be estimated assuming the time scale needed for the
production of particles, as ⌧form ⇠ ⌧strong ⇠ 1 fm/c 13.
Bjorken estimated the energy density for heavy ion collisions at beam energies of the
Spp¯S collider at CERN, that were
p
sNN ⇠ 500 GeV per nucleon pair14, and he obtained
that the initial energy density were about 2-20 GeV/fm3, largely above the critical energy
density to form the QGP. One can redo the exercise for heavy ion collisions at Tevatron
energies (
p
sNN ⇠ 1.8 TeV [CDF 88, CDF 90]), and then the initial energy density would be
4-30 GeV/fm3.
Note that in Fig. 10 only hot matter created around mid-rapidity and its evolution is
presented. Indeed one should keep in mind that the hot hadronic matter is created in the
full rapidity range where the particle density is high enough to reach equilibrium. At RHIC
energies, this is about 5 units of rapidity and at LHC energies about 8 units of rapidity. In
the laboratory system, the hot matter slices at larger rapidities are indeed narrower due to
the Lorentz contraction.
2. Thermalisation.
The particles produced inside the volume considered will interact. At these energy den-
sities, and assuming a mean energy hEi=500 MeV, ✏/hEi ⇠ 8   60 particles per fm3 will
be reached. The average path length of particles inside the volume can be estimated as
  ⇠ 0.02   0.12 fm, if one assumes an interaction cross-section of 10 mb. One could hope
12 There is a factor 2 di↵erence with respect to equation (3) in the original publication of Bjorken
[Bjorken 83]. It is a known typo error in the original publication.
13 Other estimates that provide smaller ⌧strong in the range 0.2-0.5 fm/c can be foreseen [PHENIX 05a].
14 The energy of the collider Spp¯S is close to the available energies at RHIC: 200 GeV per nucleon pair
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Bjorken Model II 
20
E>>m
E>>m
Initial parton-parton 
interaction
τcross < 1/ΛQCDτcross ~ 2R/γ
++
τform ≈ 1/ΛQCD
for times τ  τther        
longitudinal expansion 
starts
++ τlong  ≈ R      
End of longitudinal    
expansion
τ  τlong        
 3D expansion starts
Chemical 
Freeze-out
ρ ≈ 0.15 fm-3
T ≈ 0.15 GeV
FIG. 10. Bjorken scenario [Bjorken 83] for the formation of hot QCD matter. After a formation
time ⌧form a volume with a high energy density is created. After equilibration at ⌧ther, the evolution
of the hot QCD matter follows the laws of the relativistic hydrodynamics. First, there is a longi-
tudinal expansion until the system reaches a longitudinal size close to its transverse size, then a
tridimensional expansion starts until the density is so low that no more inelastic (elastic) collision
takes place. The system reaches then the so called chemical (kinetically) freeze-out. Finally all the
particles will fly decaying to their daughter particles or reaching the detector. Typically only charged
pions, charged kaons, protons, neutrons, photons, electrons and muons will reach the detectors.
Bjorken PRD27 140 (1983) 
38	
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QGP droplet rapidity 
•  QGP is produced along Bjorken rapidity 
plateau, provided that the charge particle 
density is large enough. 
•  To some extend, many QGP droplets 
coexists in a single heavy ion collisions. 
•  Initial condition like gluon density, energy 
density, charm density etc. varies with 
rapidity. 
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Heavy Ion Facilities 
•  SPS Heavy Ion accelerator (1986-): 
–  Pb, In at 158A GeV, O, S at 200A GeV on fixed target; 
–  NA35,WA80, CERES, WA98, NA50, NA49, NA57, NA60.. 
•  RHIC, BNL (2000 - ?): 
–  Au+Au at 62, 130, 200A GeV, d+Au at 200 GeV, p+p at 
200GeV and Cu+Cu at 62 and 200A GeV; 
–  PHENIX, STAR, PHOBOS, BRAHMS; 
•  LHC, CERN (2010 - ?):  
-  PbPb at 5.5A TeV; 
-  ALICE, CMS, ATLAS; 
41	
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 
•  3.83 km circumference 
•  Two separated rings 
•  120 bunches/ring 
•  106 ns bunch crossing 
time 
•  A-A, p-A, p-p 
•  Maximum Beam Energy : 
•  500 GeV for p+p 
•  200A GeV for Au+Au  
•  Luminosity 
•  Au+Au: 2 x 1026 cm-2 s-1 
•     p+p  : 2 x 1032 cm-2 s-1  
•  Mid-rapidity at 90o 
•  Interaction Point 
Upton,	Long	Island,	New	York	
42	
Accelerator Elements 
Tandem	Van	de	Graaff	
Au-		to	Au+12,	Au+32	1A	MeV	
Booster	
Au+32	to	Au+77	
~90A	MeV	
AGS	
Alternating	Gradient	Synchroton	
Au+77	to	Au+79	
9A	GeV	
RHIC	
Relativistic	Heavy	Ion	Collider	
Au+79+Au+79	
100A	GeV	
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Super	Proton	Synchroton	SPS	
SPS	Tunnel	
CERN,	Geneva	
160A	GeV	Pb	Beam	
for	physics	
√s		~		17A	GeV	
• 	West	Area			
					WAXX	experiment	(Switzerland)	
• 	North	Area			
NAXX	experiment	(France)	
44	
Large Hadron Collider 
•  PbPb collisions at 5.5A 
TeV ( x30 step ); 
•  Luminosity 1027 cm-2 s-1; 
–  Limited by physics; 
•  QGP: hotter, bigger and 
longer; 
•  Baryon free matter; 
•  Large production cross-
section of hard 
(penetrating) probes; 
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Interaction Points 
•  4 experiments: 
–  ATLAS (Higgs, new 
physics, QGP); 
–  CMS (Higgs,new 
physics , QGP); 
–  LHCb (Anti-matter, 
new physics); 
–  ALICE (QGP); 
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Detection	of	5	(+1)	particle	species		
• 	Only	5	charged	particles	are	sufficiently	stable	
to	reach	the	detector:	
Pions,	Kaons,	Protons,	Electrons	and	Muons	
	
• 	Measurement	of	momentum	and	mass	
	
• 	With	a	high	hadron	and	photon	multiplicity		
	
• 	(+1)	Photon:	the	only	neutral	particle	which		
can	be	efficiencly	detected.	
47	
Particle	Decays	I	
•  Strange	Hadrons	
•  	K0S	→π+π-	(494	MeV/c2,	2.7cm,	68.6%),	
•  	Λ→pπ-	(1.12	GeV/c2,	7.9cm,	63.9%),		
•  	Ξ-→Λπ-	(1.32	GeV/c2,	4.9cm,	99.9%),																		
•  	Ω-→ΛΚ-	(1.67	GeV/c2,	2.5cm,	67.8%),		
•  Neutral	Mesons		
•  	π0→γγ	(135	MeV/c2,	251Å,	98.8%),	
•  	η→γγ (547	MeV/c2, 11Å,	39.2%),	
•  Meson	vectors		
•  	ρ→e+e-	(770	MeV/c2,	8.3fm,	4.5	·10-5),	
•   ω→e+e-	(782	MeV/c2,	148fm,	7.1	·10-5),	
•  	φ→K+K-	(1.02	GeV/c2,	280fm,	49.1%),	→e+e-	(3.0	·10-4),	
Λ	
p	
π-	
Primary	and	secondary	
Vertex	Determination		
Mass	
cτ
Branching	Ratio	
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Particle	Decays	II	
•  Quarkonia	
–  	Charmonium	
•  J/Ψ→e+e-	(3.10	GeV/c2,	0.14Å,	6.02%),	µ+µ	(6.01%),	
•  	Ψ→e+e-	(3.69	GeV/c2,	0.04Å,	8.5%),	µ+µ	(7.7%).	
– Bottomium	
•  	ϒ→e+e-	(9.46	GeV/c2,	0.24Å,	2.52%),	µ+µ	(2.48(0.07)%),	
•  	ϒ’→e+e-	(10.0	GeV/c2,	0.28Å,	1.18%),	µ+µ	(1.31(0.20)%),												
τ+τ -	(1.7(1.6)%),		
•  	ϒ’’→e+e-	(10.4	GeV/c2,	0.47Å,	seen),	µ+µ	(1.81(0.17)%).	
Electron	channel	 Muonic	channel	
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π0	peak	
	Pb+Pb	@	5.5A	TeV	
Invariant	Mass	Analysis	
ρ→e+e-	π0→γγ J/Ψ→e+e-,	µ+µ-	Combinatorial		
Background	
mij(γiγj)
Physics		
Background	
m+-(µ+µ-)	
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Particles	Decays	III	
•  Open	Charm	:	
•  D+-→e+-X	(1.87	GeV/c2,	317µm,	17.2(1.9)%),	
»  D+→	K0	e+	νe	,	D+→	K-	π+		e+	νe,	
•  D0→e+X	(1.86	GeV/c2,	124µm,	6.8(0.3)%),		µ+X(6.6(0.8)%),																		K-π+	
(3.85%)	
»  D0→	K-	e+	νe	,	D0→	K-	π0		e+	νe,	
•  Open	Bottom	:	
•  B+-→l+-ν X	(5.28	GeV/c2,	495µm,	10.3(0.9)%),		J/Ψ X	(~0.5%)	
»  B+→	D0	l+	νl	,	B+→	D*	l+	νl,	
•  B0→l+	ν X	(5.28	GeV/c2,	468µm,	10.5(0.8)%),		J/Ψ X(~0.5%),	
»  B0→	D-	l+	νe	,	B0→	D*	l+	νe,	
cτ	=	317	µm	
D+	 e
+	
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Momentum	measurement	
B	
~	constant	
X+	
Bvc
e
dt
pd !!! ×⋅=
€ 
p = 0.3*B T[ ] * ρ m[ ] GeV/c
Measurement		:	
Uncertainty:	
R	
P1	
P2	
P3	s
L
8
2
≈ρ
s
s
L
L δδ
ρ
δρ   2  ⊕≈
s
s
L
L
p
p δδδδ ⊕⊕≈ 2B
B  
L	 s	
23.082B  LB
spL
L
p
p
∗∗
⊕⊕≈ δδδδ
pbp
p ×⊕≈   a   δ
L=3m,	s=10cm	
ρ=11	m,	B=0.5T	
p=1.7	GeV/c	
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Tracking	&	Magnetic	Fields	
Magnetic	field	 Tracking	detectors	 Trajectory	
STAR,	ALICE,	
CMS,	CERES,		
NA49,	NA57	
	
PHENIX,	NA50	&	NA60,	
PHOBOS,		
BRAHMS,	
ALICE	
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Tracking	
•  Gas	Proportional	and	Drift	Chambers	are	largerly	used:	
1.  	Can	provide	a	submilimeter	spatial	resolution	
2.  	Active	volumes	of	several	m3.		
•  Position	Sensitive	Silicon	Detectors	
1.  Close	to	the	interaction	vertex	
2.  An	order	of	magnitud	better	position	resolution	
Primary	Signal	
Ionization	Energy	Loss:	
Poisson	statistics		
Landau	fluctuation	tail	(large	
dynamique	range)	
0.5-5	e-Ion/mm/atm,		1cm	100e-	
1eh/3.6eV,	300µm	25000	e-	
Amplification	
E	α 1/r	
G	~	104-106	
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Di-Muon	Arm	tracking	
Absorber	
Tracking	
Coil	MuonId	
Phenix	Muon	tracking	
Cathode	Strip		
Chambers	
Multiple	strip	
orientations	and	
readout	planes	in	
each	station	
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ALICE Time Projection Chamber 
•  Optimized for dNch/dy = 8000: 
–  Rmin = 85cm; 
•  Good resolution pT & resolution dE/dx: 
–  Rmax = 2.5m; 
•  Large acceptance |η|<0.9 
–  L = 5.1m; 
88	m3	of	Ne+CO2	(10%)	
3%	X0	
Readout	plane	segmentation	
18	trapezoidal	sectors	20	
degrees	in	azimuth	,	570k	
channels	(500	time	bins),		
80MBytes/event	central	HIC	
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Read-out	Chambers	
Pad plane :  
5504 pads   
(4x7.5 mm2) 
TPC	
57	
STAR	TPC	working	since	200	
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ALICE Internal Tracking System 
•  Secondary vertex resolution < 100µm 
(Heavy flavours); 
•  Reconstruction of particle decays; 
•  SPD is important for 2009 run: triggering 
and measurement of the charged hadron 
multiplicity 
ITS Acceptance Radius (cm) Area (m2) Channels 
Silicon Pixel 
(SPD) 
|η|<1.4 3.9  
7.6 
0.07 
0.14 
3.3M 
6.6M 
Silicon Drift 
(SDD) 
|η|<0.9 15.0 
23.9 
0.42 
0.89 
43K 
90K 
Silicon Strip 
(SSD) 
|η|<0.97 37.8/38.4 
42.8/43.4 
2.09 
2.68 
1.1M 
1.5M 
Physics	goal	in	2009:	Charged	hadron	multiplicity	distribution	at	900	GeV	and	10	TeV.	
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ITS construction 
60	
Pixels	
Silicon	Pixel	
SPD	
Silicon	Drift	
SDD	
Silicon	Strip	
SSD	
60	
ITS	Vertexing	Resolution	
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Calorimeters	
• 	Electromagnetic	Calorimeters		
• 	e-	and	γ	deposit	their	total	energy	in	the	Calorimeter	
• 	Hadronic	calorimeter	(may	be	in	the	future	at	mid-rapidity)	
• 	Zero	Degree	Calorimeters	are	largely	used	
• 	High	Multiplicity	:			
• 	Small	RM	~	2-5	cm	
• 	Distance	4-5	m	from	IP	
• 	Spectrometer	
• 	Sampling	Calorimeters:	
• 	cheap	(acceptance)	
• 	Lead+Scintillator	
• 	Homogenous	Calorimeters	:	
• 	Resolution,		
• 	LeadGlass,	PbWO4	
PbWO4	
X0			0.89	
RM			2	cm	
λI			19.5	cm	
n					2.16	
Res		3%	at	>3GeV		
PHOS	in	ALICE	&	ECAL	in	CMS	
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Tower	
~5.5x5.5	cm2	
PHENIX	Sampling	Emcal	
1	Sector	
36x72	=	2592	Towers	
~	2	x	4	m2	
6	Sectors	
15552	Towers	
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Particle	ID	
•  Hadron	ID	:	Pion	&	Kaons	&	Protons	
– Time	of	Flight	
– Cerenkov	Detectors	
– dE/dx	
•  Electron	ID	:	Electron	&	Hadron	
– Cerenkov	Detectors	
– Transition	Radiation	Detectors	
– Calorimetry	&	Tracking		
•  Muon	ID	
– Absorber	+	Tracking	
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385cm 
200cm 
200cm 
Hadron	ID	-ToF	
Scintillation	counters	
ALICE	
ToF	prototype	
• 	Large	acceptance	
• 	MRPC	
• 	σ=	150	ps	
• 	π,K,p	
• 	0.5<p<2.5	GeV/c		
10cm	
Gas	Chambers	
Plate	Chamber	Resistive	Multigap	
3-5	m,	70-150	ps	σ		up	to	2.5	GeV/c	
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	dE/dx	in	ALICE	TPC	
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Hadron	ID	-	RICH	
Higher	pT	ID	
STAR	HMPID	
p>1	GeV	
Pions	
Kaons	
Protons	
ALICE	-	STAR	
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Tower	
~5.5x5.5	cm2	
PHENIX	Sampling	Emcal	
1	Sector	
36x72	=	2592	Towers	
~	2	x	4	m2	
6	Sectors	
15552	Towers	
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Muon	ID	
• 	Muons	deposit	only	ionization	energy,	
• 	They	can	reach	the	tracking	chambers	
• 	Additional	muon	filter	improves	de	muon	ID	
ALICE	Muon	
Spectrometer	
69	
MUON Spectrometer 
•  Heavy quarkonia states, heavy 
quark production and electroweak 
bosons in the muon channel; 
•  Charmonia from pT=0 GeV/c; 
•  Separation of Upsilon states; 
•  Acceptance -2.5<η<-4.0 in full ϕ; 
•  1M read-out channels, fast 
trigger decision (RPC), 90 m2 of 
CSC, Dipole of 0.7 T (3Tm); 
Muon	tracking:	90%	commissioned;	
Muon	trigger:	100%	commissioned;		
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ALICE	Experiment	
71	
Installation last tracking chamber 
72	
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Experimental Results  
Caminante,	son	tus	huellas	el	camino,		
y	nada	más,		
caminante	no	hay	camino,		
se	hace	camino	al	andar.	
Traveller,	the	path	is	your	tracks	
And	nothing	more.	
Traveller,	there	is	no	path	
The	path	is	made	by	walking.	
Poem	of	Antonio	Machado	(1875	-1939).	
H. Satz, Quark Matter 2002, Nantes, France 74	
20
E>>m
E>>m
Initial parton-parton 
interaction
τcross < 1/ΛQCDτcross ~ 2R/γ
++
τform ≈ 1/ΛQCD
for times τ  τther        
longitudinal expansion 
starts
++ τlong  ≈ R      
End of longitudinal    
expansion
τ  τlong        
 3D expansion starts
Chemical 
Freeze-out
ρ ≈ 0.15 fm-3
T ≈ 0.15 GeV
FIG. 10. Bjorken scenario [Bjorken 83] for the formation of hot QCD matter. After a formation
time ⌧form a volume with a high energy density is created. After equilibration at ⌧ther, the evolution
of the hot QCD matter follows the laws of the relativistic hydrodynamics. First, there is a longi-
tudinal expansion until the system reaches a longitudinal size close to its transverse size, then a
tridimensional expansion starts until the density is so low that no more inelastic (elastic) collision
takes place. The system reaches then the so called chemical (kinetically) freeze-out. Finally all the
particles will fly decaying to their daughter particles or reaching the detector. Typically only charged
pions, charged kaons, protons, neutrons, photons, electrons and muons will reach the detectors.
Heavy Ion Collisions at 
RHIC and LHC 
Experimental study of the hadronic-matter phase diagram by means of the 
heavy ion collisions at ultra relativistic energies.   
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FIG. 7. Critical behaviour for massless quarks and µB = 0 of the order parameters of the
deconfinement (left plot) and of the chiral (right plot) transitions as predicted by lattice QCD
calculations. The order parameters are the Polyakov susceptibility ( L) and the chiral susceptibility
( m) [Karsch 02a]. Both transitions would indeed be the same one or would take place at the same
critical temperature.
FIG. 8. Lay-out of the hadronic matter phase diagram as it is today conceived.
µB≠	0		models	
At	the	LHC		
ε0	~	10-40	GeV/fm3	
Ti	~	350-550	MeV	
Bjorken PRD27 140 (1983) 
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Probes of QGP 
•  Global Probes: Multiplicity, Centrality 
dependence, transverse energy,  … 
•  Hadronic Phase Probes (freeze-out): hadron 
yields, hadron y and pT distributions, elliptic 
flow, HBT hadron correlations, Hadron 
resonances, vector mesons … 
•  Penetrating (QGP) Probes : Photons, 
Dileptons, Jets and Heavy Quarks. 
•  Initial state probes: Photons, Dileptons, 
Electro-Weak Bosons and, naturally, pp and 
pA collisions. 76	
Initial Energy Density 
•  Au-Au at 200 GeV, εBj ~ 5 -10 GeV/fm3 
•  Pb-Pb at 2.76 TeV, εBj ~ 15-30 GeV/fm3 
PHENIX, PRC71, 034908 (2005) ALICE, PRL 105, 252301 (2010) 
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Fig. 3. Pion HBT radii at kT = 0.3 GeV/c for the 5% most central Pb–Pb at √sNN =
2.76 TeV (red filled dot) and the radii obtained for central gold and lead collisions
at lower energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. Model pre-
dictions are shown as lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
source and is less affected by experimental uncertainties, an in-
crease is observed beyond systematic errors (Fig. 3-b). At lower en-
ergies a rather flat behavior with a shallow minimum between AGS
and SPS energies was observed and interpreted as due to the tran-
sition from baryon to meson dominance at freeze-out [44]. An in-
crease of Rside at high energy is consistent with that interpretation.
Available model predictions are compared to the experimental
data in Figs. 2-d and 3. Calculations from three models incorpo-
rating a hydrodynamic approach, AZHYDRO [45], KRAKOW [46,47],
and HKM [48,49], and from the hadronic-kinematics-based model
HRM [50,51] are shown. An in-depth discussion is beyond the
scope of this Letter but we notice that, while the increase of the
radii between RHIC and the LHC is roughly reproduced by all four
calculations, only two of them (KRAKOW and HKM) are able to de-
scribe the experimental Rout/Rside ratio.
The systematics of the product of the three radii is shown in
Fig. 4. The product of the radii, which is connected to the vol-
ume of the homogeneity region, shows a linear dependence on the
charged-particle pseudorapidity density and is two times larger at
the LHC than at RHIC.
Within hydrodynamic scenarios, the decoupling time for had-
rons at midrapidity can be estimated in the following way. The
size of the homogeneity region is inversely proportional to the ve-
Fig. 4. Product of the three pion HBT radii at kT = 0.3 GeV/c. The ALICE result (red
filled dot) is compared to those obtained for central gold and lead collisions at lower
energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this Letter.)
Fig. 5. The decoupling time extracted from R long(kT ). The ALICE result (red filled
dot) is compared to those obtained for central gold and lead collisions at lower
energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this Letter.)
locity gradient of the expanding system. The longitudinal velocity
gradient in a high energy nuclear collision decreases with time as
1/τ [52]. Therefore, the magnitude of R long is proportional to the
total duration of the longitudinal expansion, i.e. to the decoupling
time of the system [31]. Quantitatively, the decoupling time τ f can
be obtained by fitting R long with
R2long(kT )=
τ 2f T
mT
K2(mT /T )
K1(mT /T )
, mT =
√
m2π + k2T , (2)
where mπ is the pion mass, T the kinetic freeze-out temperature
taken to be 0.12 GeV, and K1 and K2 are the integer order mod-
ified Bessel functions [31,53]. The decoupling time extracted from
this fit to the ALICE radii and to the values published at lower en-
ergies are shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, τ f scales with the cube
root of charged-particle pseudorapidity density and reaches 10–
11 fm/c in central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. It should
be kept in mind that while Eq. (2) captures basic features of a
longitudinally expanding particle-emitting system, in the presence
of transverse expansion and a finite chemical potential of pions it
may underestimate the actual decoupling time by about 25% [54].
An uncertainty is connected to the value of the kinetic freeze-out
temperature used in the fit T = 0.12 GeV. Setting T to 0.1 GeV
Size and Lifetim  
•  Two pion Bose-
Einstein 
correlations. 
•  Larger source radii 
at the LHC. 
•  Larger Lif tim  
(40% wrt RHC). 
•  L g r volume (2-
fold factor). 
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Fig. 3. Pion HBT radii at kT = 0.3 GeV/c for the 5% most central Pb–Pb at √sNN =
2.76 TeV (red filled dot) and the radii obtained for central gold and lead collisions
at lower energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. Model pre-
dictions are shown as lines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)
source and is less affected by experimental uncertainties, an in-
crease is observed beyond systematic errors (Fig. 3-b). At lower en-
ergies a rather flat behavior with a shallow minimum between AGS
and SPS energies was observed and interpreted as due to the tran-
sition from baryon to meson dominance at freeze-out [44]. An in-
crease of Rside at high energy is consistent with that interpretation.
Available model predictions are compared to the experimental
data in Figs. 2-d and 3. Calculations from three models incorpo-
rating a hydrodynamic approach, AZHYDRO [45], KRAKOW [46,47],
and HKM [48,49], and from the hadronic-kinematics-based model
HRM [50,51] are shown. An in-depth discussion is beyond the
scope of this Letter but we notice that, while the increase of the
radii between RHIC and the LHC is roughly reproduced by all four
calculations, only two of them (KRAKOW and HKM) are able to de-
scribe the experimental Rout/Rside ratio.
The systematics of the product of the three radii is shown in
Fig. 4. The product of the radii, which is connected to the vol-
ume of the homogeneity region, shows a linear dependence on the
charged-particle pseudorapidity density and is two times larger at
the LHC than at RHIC.
Within hydrodynamic scenarios, the decoupling time for had-
rons at midrapidity can be estimated in the following way. The
size of the homogeneity region is inversely proportional to the ve-
Fig. 4. Product of the three pion HBT radii at kT = 0.3 G V/c. The ALICE result (red
filled dot) is compared to those obtained for central gold and lead collisions at lower
energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this Letter.)
Fig. 5. The decoupling time extracted from R long(kT ). The ALICE result (red filled
dot) is compared to those obtained for central gold and lead collisions at lower
energies at the AGS [35], SPS [36–38], and RHIC [39–42,30,43]. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this Letter.)
locity gradient of the expanding system. The longitudinal velocity
gradient in a high energy nuclear collision decreases with time as
1/τ [52]. Therefore, the magnitude of R long is proportional to the
total duration of the longitudinal expansion, i.e. to the decoupling
time of the system [31]. Quantitatively, the decoupling time τ f can
be obtained by fitting R long with
R2long(kT )=
τ 2f T
mT
K2(mT /T )
K1(mT /T )
, mT =
√
m2π + k2T , (2)
where mπ is the pion mass, T the kinetic freeze-out temperature
taken to be 0.12 GeV, and K1 and K2 are the integer order mod-
ified Bessel functions [31,53]. The decoupling time extracted from
this fit to the ALICE radii and to the values published at lower en-
ergies are shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, τ f scales with the cube
root of charged-particle pseudorapidity density and reaches 10–
11 fm/c in central Pb–Pb collisions at
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. It should
be kept in mind that while Eq. (2) captures basic features of a
longitudinally expanding particle-emitting system, in the presence
of transverse expansion and a finite chemical potential of pions it
may underestimate the actual decoupling time by about 25% [54].
An uncertainty is connected to the value of the kinetic freeze-out
temperature used in the fit T = 0.12 GeV. Setting T to 0.1 GeV
ALICE, PLB 396, 328 (2011) 
Elliptic Flow (v2) at RHIC 
•  Elliptic flow is important in HIC; 
•  Well understood at RHIC with Hydrodynamical 
models; 
–  sQGP concept has been suggested; 
STAR, PRC72(2005)014904 
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Elliptic Flow (v2) at LHC 
ü Strong and similar elliptic 
flow (v2) observed at 
RHIC and LHC. 
ü QGP behaves as a ideal 
fluid. 
ü v2 constrains the (η/
s)QGP via viscous RHD 
models. 
ü Identified particle v2 and 
high pT v2 being deeply 
studied. 
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ALICE, PRL 105, 252302 (2010) 
Higher harmonics 
ü v3 can be understood as 
due to initial energy 
density fluctuations. 
ü v3 also constrains        (η/
s)QGP and favours low 
values. 
ALICE, PRL 107, 032301 (2011) 
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Equilibration 
•  Chemical freeze-out; 
•  Two parameters: Tch 
and mB; 
–  Tch = (160±2) MeV; 
–  mB ;= (20±4) MeV 
A. Andronic et al., arXiv:nucl-th/0511071v3 
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Stat. Hadr. at the LHC 
•  Same 
temperature; 
•  µb ~ 0; 
•  Proton and 
antiproton yields 
not understood 
yet.  
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FIG. 12. Left: Comparison of thermal model predictions with RHIC data. Right: Thermal model
fits to ALICE data on hadron production in central Pb–Pb collisions. From reference [Andronic 12].
[Andronic 04]. In this model, the expanding hot system hadronizes statistically at the freeze-
out, and therefore the hadron yields are given by the following expression:
ni =
Ni
V
=
gi
2⇡2
Z 1
0
p2dp
exp[(Ei   µi)/T ]± 1 (32)
with (+) for fermions and (-) for bosons, T is the temperature, Ni is the total number
of hadrons of the species i, V the total volume of the system, gi is the isospin and spin
degeneration factor, Ei the total hadron energy and µi the chemical potential. Considering
zero total strangeness and isospin of the system, one can consider µi = µb where µb is
the baryonic chemical potential. Therefore only two parameters are needed to predict the
hadron yield ratios: the freeze-out temperature and the baryonic potential. The analysis
of hadron yield ratios allows to extract a similar freeze-out temperature of ⇠ 160 MeV at
RHIC and at the LHC (see Fig. 12). The baryonic potential is µb ⇠20 MeV at RHIC
and, as expected, a lower µb at LHC, indeed close to zero [Andronic 09, Andronic 12]. The
value of the temperature at chemical freeze-out is indeed very close to the phase transition
temperature as predicted by lattice calculations presented in section IID. One should notice
that, at LHC energies, proton and antiproton yields normalised to the pion yields exhibit
an anomalous behaviour that has to be further investigated [Andronic 12].
The azimuthal distribution of particles in the plane perpendicular to the beam direction
is an experimental observable which is also sensitive to the dynamics of the early stages of
heavy-ion collisions. When nuclei collide at finite impact parameter (non-central collisions),
the geometrical overlap region and therefore the initial matter distribution is anisotropic
(almond shaped). If the matter is strongly interacting, this spatial asymmetry is converted
via multiple collisions into an anisotropic momentum distribution [Ollitrault 93]. The second
moment of the final state hadron azimuthal distribution with respect to the reaction plane
is called the elliptic flow (v2):
E
d3N
d3~p
=
1
2⇡
d2N
pTdpTdy
"
1 +
1X
n=1
n
2vn cos [n(   R)]
o#
(33)
where  R is the reaction plane, defined by the beam axis and the impact parameter.
A. Andronic et al., arXiv:1210.7724 
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Initial Temperature 
•  Difficult 
measurement! 
•  Virtual direct photons 
(me+e-<300 MeV/c2). 
•  Ti 300-600 MeV. 
•  Recently measured 
by ALICE: 40% 
larger inverse slope. 
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FIG. 14. Invariant cross section (pp) and invariant yield (Au-Au) of direct photons as a function of
pT. The three curves on the pp data represent NLO pQCD calculations, and the dashed curves show
a modified power-law fit to the pp data, scaled by TAA. The dashed (black) curves are exponential
plus the TAA scaled pp fit. The dotted (red) curve near the 0-20% centrality data is a theory
calculation. Figure 3 in reference [PHENIX 10].
C. Initial temperature
As we have seen in section II F 1, if QGP drop is formed, it should emit thermal radia-
tion in the high energy   domain. PHENIX collaboration have measured e+e  pairs with
invariant masses below 300 MeV/c2 and 1pT  5 GeV/c in Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV
[PHENIX 10]. The most central Au-Au collisions show a large excess of the dielectron yield
(see Fig. 14). By treating the excess as internal conversion of direct photons, the direct
photon yield is deduced. The yield cannot be explained by Glauber scaled NLO pQCD
calculations. However, hydrodynamical models with an initial temperature of 300-600 MeV
are in qualitative agreement with the data.The evidence for the production of thermal di-
rect photons, with an initial temperature source above the QGP transition temperature
PHENIX, PRL 104, 132301 (2010) arXiv:0804.4168 
ALICE, arXiv:1210.5958 (2012) 
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High pT suppression at RHIC 
B.	A.	Cole,	summary	talk	in	QM2008		
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The opacity of QGP 
•  Strong RAA suppression is observed (RAA~0.13) 
•  Increase of RAA at high pT. 
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p
sNN = 200 GeV. Figure 3 from reference [PHENIX 03b]. Right: RAA of
charged particles measured by ALICE in the most central Pb-Pb collisions (0-5%) in comparison
to results from CMS and model calculations. Figure 4 from reference [ALICE 12a]
centrality and pT dependence of the nuclear modification factors. In the most central col-
lisions, the RAA is strongly suppressed (RAA ⇡ 0.13) at pT = 6-7 GeV/c. Above pT = 7
GeV/c, there is a significant rise in the nuclear modification factor, which reaches RAA ⇡
0.4 for pT > 30 GeV/c (see Fig. 18). The latter is in good agreement with models based on
radiative energy loss of gluons in QGP.
At LHC the studies of jets in heavy ion collisions becomes possible. The ATLAS col-
laboration presented the first results on jet reconstruction in Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC
[ATLAS 10]. Jets were reconstructed up to transverse energies of 100 GeV. An asymmetry,
increasing with centrality, was observed between the transverse energies of the leading and
second jets (see Fig. 19). This is an outstanding confirmation of the strong jet energy loss
in a hot, dense medium, as it was inferred from the studies of the high pT RAA and hadron
correlations at RHIC. Similar conclusions were obtained from the measurement performed
by the CMS collaboration [CMS 11b].
At LHC, the phenomenology on studies related to QCD energy loss is also very rich.
Many measurements that are not described here have been performed, like hadron-hadron
correlations [ALICE 12d], single jets [? CMS 12h] and gamma-jets [CMS 12d]. In the next
10 years, high precision measurements will be performed on these channels and other more
exotic ones, like Z-jet, will be studied.
The study of high pT RAA of heavy flavour hadrons should shed light on the QCD energy
loss mechanisms. According to QCD, the radiative energy loss of gluons should be larger
than that of quarks. In addition, due to the dead cone e↵ect [Dokshitzer 01], heavy quark
energy loss should be further reduced with respect to that of light quarks. Many studies
were performed at RHIC, mainly via the semileptonic decay of heavy flavour hadrons. A
strong suppression was observed but quantitative conclusions are not yet available. At the
LHC, ALICE collaboration has measured the high pT RAA of D0, D+, and D?+ [ALICE 12f,
Conesa del Valle 12] and the high pT RAA of semi-muonic decay of heavy-flavours (charm and
beauty) [ALICE 12e]. The CMS collaboration has measured the high pT RAA of J/ from
beauty hadron decays. These results indicate strong in-medium energy loss for charm and
beauty quarks, increasing towards the most central collisions. It seems that J/ from beauty
hadron decays are less suppressed than charm hadrons, but systematic uncertainties are still
large. In the next 10 years, thanks to the upgrades of the LHC and RHIC experiments,
ALICE, arXiv:1208.2711 (2012)  
PHENIX. PRL 91,072301 
(2003) nucl-ex/0304022. 
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Toward a direct signal 
•  Larger asymmetry of dijet production in central Pb-
Pb collisions at the LHC. 
•  Very promising gamma+jet, Z+jet …  
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from reference [ATLAS 10].
higher precision measurements will become available.
F. Other interesting measurements
Among the huge amount of experimental results that have not been described in this
section, I would like to quickly mention the following ones:
• The measurement of electro-weak boson RAA, proposed by [Conesa del Valle 08], has
become possible at LHC. CMS and ATLAS collaboration has performed the first mea-
surements at the LHC [CMS 11c, ATLAS 12d, CMS 12f]. These have been funda-
mental measurements and (unfortunately) the measured nuclear modification factor is
compatible with unity, as it was expected.
• Antimatter can e ciently be created in heavy ion collisions. STAR collaboration
reported the first observation of the anti-helium-4 nucleus [STAR 11a].
• Finally, ultra-peripheral heavy ion collisions at RHIC and at the LHC have be-
come a powerful high luminosity photon beam. Many interesting measurements of
vector meson ⇢ [STAR 08, STAR 09b, STAR 11a], multi-pions [STAR 10b] or J/ 
[PHENIX 09a, ALICE 12b] are being performed in both colliders.
G. Caveat on cold nuclear matter e↵ects
This topic has not been addressed in the present proceedings. The study of cold nuclear
matter e↵ects in proton or deuteron induced collisions is of outstanding importance. Many
ATLAS, PRL 105, 252303 (2010) arXiv:1011.6182 
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Colour Screening at RHIC 
•  J/ψ suppression 
observed 40-80%. 
•  Not clear if only 
resonances are 
suppressed. 
•  More suppression at 
larger rapidities 
•  Less suppression at 
high pT. 
•  Cold nuclear matter 
effect are crucial and 
could mimics QGP 
effects 
PHENIX	
PHENIX, PRC84, 054912 (2011) arXiv:1103.6269 
STAR, arXiv:1208.2736 
Matsui & Staz, PLB 178, 416 (1986) 
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Colour Screening at LHC 
ü ϒ (2S) and ϒ (3S) are suppressed. 
ü ϒ(1S) partially suppressed. 
CMS, PRL 107 (2011) 052302 arXiv:1105.4894. 
CMS, PRL 109 (2012) 222301, arXiv:1208.2826.  
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Figure 1: Dimuon invariant-mass distributions from the pp (a) and PbPb (b) data at
p
sNN =
2.76 TeV. The same reconstruction algorithm and analysis criteria are applied to both data sets,
including a transverse momentum requirement on single muons of pµT > 4 GeV/c. The solid
lines show the result of the fit described in the text.
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Y RAA vs. centrality with theoretical models
● Theoretical model agrees for both Y(1S) and Y(2S)
– Strickland : Thermal suppression in QGP
CMS-PAS-HIN-15-001
arXiv: 1507.03951
RAA=
Lpp
T AA NMB
N PbPb
N pp
εpp
εPbPb
● RAA of minimum bias (0-100%)
– RAA(Y(1S)) = 0.43 ± 0.03 ± 0.07
– RAA(Y(2S)) = 0.12 ± 0.03 ± 0.02
– RAA(Y(3S)) < 0.14 at 95% C.L.
Y(1S)
Y(2S)
Suppression of ϒ(1S) 
ü The ϒ(1S)	suppression	
presented	could	be	indirectly	
caused	by	the	suppression	of	
excited	ϒ	states.	
ü Rapidity		dependence	of	ϒ(1S)  
RAA remains	puzzling.	
ü J/ψ must be strongly 
suppressed at the LHC since 
similar dissociation 
temperature as ϒ(2S).  
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ALICE, PLB738 (2014) 361, arXiv:1405.4493 
J/ψ suppression at forward rapidity in Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV 5
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Inclusive J/ψ RAA as a function of the mid-rapidity charged-particle density (top) and
the number of participating nucleons (bottom) measured in Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV compared to
PHENIX results in Au-Au collisions at √sNN = 200 GeV at mid-rapidity and forward rapidity [4, 5, 20]. The
ALICE data points are placed at the dNwch/dη |η=0 and ⟨Nwpart⟩ values defined in Table 1.
J/ψ is not strongly suppressed at the 
LHC ! 
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Note: 
Inclusive 
J/ψ. Feed-
down 
contributio
n from B 
decays does 
not change 
the physics 
message.
J/y and y(2S) production in Pb–Pb collisions atpsNN = 2.76TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 7: (Color online) Inclusive J/y RAA as a function of the number of participant nucleons measured in Pb–Pb col-
lisions atpsNN = 2.76TeV [27], compared to the PHENIX measurement in Au–Au collisions atpsNN = 0.2TeV [21]
(left) and to theoretical models [13, 58, 60, 61] which all include a J/y (re)combination component (right).
The impact of non-prompt J/y on the inclusive RAA analysis was studied. The RAA of prompt J/y is
estimated (see Eq. 3) to be about 7% larger than the inclusive J/y RAA if the beauty component is fully
suppressed. In the other extreme case, where the B-meson production is not affected by the medium and
scales with the number of binary collisions, i.e. Rnon-promptAA = 1, the RAA of prompt J/y would be about 6%
smaller in central collisions and about 1% smaller in peripheral collisions. The excess of inclusive J/y yield
observed at low pT in Fig. 5, which may be attributed to a photo-production component, also influences the
RAA in the most peripheral collisions. A large fraction of this contribution can be removed by selecting J/y
with a pT higher than 300MeV/c. Applying this cut reduces RAA values by about 20%, 10%, 4% and 3% in
the centrality classes 80–90%, 70–80% 60–70% and 50–60%, respectively.
The comparison with theoretical models, shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 7, helps in the interpretation
of the large difference observed between the PHENIX and the ALICE results.
The Statistical Hadronization Model (SHM) [60] assumes deconfinement and thermal equilibration of the
bulk of the cc¯ pairs. Charmonium production occurs at the phase boundary via the statistical hadronization of
charm quarks. The prediction is given for two values of the charm cross section dscc¯/dy= 0.15 and 0.25 mb.
These values are derived from the measured charm cross section in pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76 and 7TeV [15]
bracketing the expectation for gluon shadowing in the Pb-nucleus between 0.6 and 1.0. Production of non-
prompt J/y from decays of B-mesons is not considered.
The two transport models from Zhao [13] (TM1) and Zhou [58] (TM2) mainly differ in the rate equa-
tion controlling the J/y dissociation and regeneration. In TM1, shadowing is implemented via a simple
parametrization, leading to a 30% suppression in most central Pb–Pb collisions. The charm cross section
is assumed to be dscc¯/dy ⇡ 0.5 mb at y = 3.25, the fraction of J/y from beauty hadrons to be 10% and
no b-quenching is introduced in the calculation. This model is presented as a band connecting the results
obtained with (lower limit) and without (upper limit) shadowing and is interpreted by the authors as the
uncertainty of the prediction. In TM2, the shadowing is given by the EKS98 parametrization. The charm
cross section is taken in the range dscc¯/dy ⇡ 0.4  0.5 mb; the calculations for these two values provide
the lower and upper limits of the band displayed in the figure. The fraction of J/y from beauty hadrons is
assumed to be 10% with a b-quenching of 0.8, increased to 0.4 for pT above 5GeV/c.
19
ALICE, PRL 109, 072301 (2012), arXiv:1202.1383  
ALICE,PLB734 (2014) 314, arXiv:1311.0214 
ALICE, arXiv:1506.08804   
Recombination hypothesis 
•  At T>TD, 
dissociation due to 
colour screening. 
•  High charm 
density at the 
LHC. 
•  Recombination of 
charm quark for 
T<TD, to form 
quarkonium 
states. 
TD<T	TC<T<TD	
Deep	link	between	open	and	
hidden	charm	production:	RAA,	v2,	
etc	....		
Open	heavy	flavour	is	the	natural	
reference	for	quarkonium	if	
measured	down	to	pT=0		
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Non zero J/ψ v2 at the LHC 
ALICE, PRL 109, 072301 (2012)  arXiv:1202.1383  
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J/ψ Elliptic Flow in Pb-Pb Collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 4: (color online) Inclusive J/ψ v2(pT) for non-central (20%–60%) Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV (see
text for details on uncertainties). The used pT ranges are: 0–2, 2–4, 4–6 and 6–10 GeV/c. Calculations from two
transport models [26] and [14] are also shown (see text for details).
all centralities. Thus, the observed centrality dependence of the v2 for inclusive J/ψ with 1.5 ≤ pT <
10 GeV/c does not result from any bias in the sampled pT distributions. For J/ψ with pT < 1.5 GeV/c
(not shown), the v2 is compatible with zero within one standard deviation for the four centrality classes.
The ⟨pT⟩uncor ranges from about 0.75 to 0.9 GeV/c.
To allow a direct comparison with current model calculations, the inclusive J/ψ v2(pT) was also calcu-
lated in a broader centrality range, namely 20%–60%, and it is shown in Fig. 4. In this broader centrality
range, the measured v2 signal in the pT range 2–4 GeV/c deviates from zero by 2σ . The same trend of
v2(pT) is observed in the 20%–60% and in the 20%–40% centrality classes. This trend seems qualita-
tively different from that of the STAR measurement [16] at lower collision energy, which is compatible
with zero for pT ≥ 2 GeV/c albeit in somewhat different (10%–40% and 0%–80%) centrality ranges.
Also shown in Fig. 4 are two transport model calculations that include a J/ψ regeneration component
from deconfined charm quarks in the medium [14, 26]. In both models about 30% of the measured
J/ψ in the 20%–60% centrality range are regenerated. First, thermalized charm quarks in the medium
transfer a significant elliptic flow to regenerated J/ψ . Second, primordial J/ψ emitted out-of-plane tra-
verse a longer path through the medium than those emitted in-plane resulting in a small apparent v2.
The predicted maximum v2 at pT ∼ 2.5 GeV/c results from an interplay between the regeneration com-
ponent, dominant at lower pT, and the primordial J/ψ component which takes over at higher pT. The
first model [26] is shown for the hypothesis of thermalization (full line) and non-thermalization (dashed
line) of b quarks. The LHCb Collaboration measured the fraction of J/ψ from B hadron decays in pp
collisions at √s = 2.76 and 7 TeV [27, 28] in the rapidity acceptance used for this measurement. At 7
TeV this fraction increases from 7% at pT ∼ 0 to 15% at pT ∼ 7 GeV/c, while at 2.76 TeV it is about 7%
for pT < 12 GeV/c. In Pb-Pb collisions this fraction could increase up to 11% if the B hadron RAA= 1. If
7
Note: Inclusive J/
ψ. Feed-down 
contribution from 
B decays can be 
dominant, namely 
at high pT.  
CMS collaboration 
has measured non 
zero v2 of prompt 
J/ψ.
Measurement of 
prompt J/ψ at low 
pT is crucial 
(Run3 at the LHC)
N n	zero	J/ψ	elliptic	flow	at	intermediate	pT	favours	the	
recombinati 	hypothesis.	
J/ψ RAA rapidity dependence 
Larger J/ψ RAA at 
y=0 
ALICE,PLB734 (2014) 314, 
arXiv:1311.0214 
ALICE, arXiv:1506.08804  
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J/y and y(2S) production in Pb–Pb collisions atpsNN = 2.76TeV ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 10: (Color online) Inclusive J/y RAA as a function of the J/y rapidity measured in Pb–Pb collisions at
psNN =
2.76TeV [27], compared to theoretical calculations of CNM effects due to shadowing and/or coherent energy loss [62–
64].
higher than 300MeV/c leads to RAA values lower than about 1%, 3% and 18% for the centrality ranges
0–20%, 20–40% and 40–90%, respectively. In most central collisions (0–20%), the inclusive J/y RAA at
low pT is almost four times larger in Pb–Pb collisions at
psNN = 2.76TeV than in Au–Au collisions atpsNN = 0.2TeV. This difference could hardly be explained only by the possible change in the size of the
CNM effects that can be expected due to the different rapidity coverage and collision energy between the
two measurements. Such a behavior, on the other hand, is expected by all the recombination models de-
scribed in the previous section. The same trend is observed in the centrality class 20–40%, where the large
difference between PHENIX and ALICE results observed at low pT vanishes at high pT. Concerning the
most peripheral collisions, the inclusive J/y RAA is still slightly larger for ALICE results at low pT. How-
ever, here the comparison between the two experiments is done with different centrality classes, 40–90%
(ALICE) and 40–60% (PHENIX), so that a firm conclusion, also because of the uncertainty size, cannot
be drawn. Transport model calculations for Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 2.76TeV are also presented for the
0–20%, 20–40% and 40–90% centrality classes. TM1 shows a good agreement with the measurements in
the 0–20% and 20–40% centrality classes, while TM2 tends do underestimate the data for pT < 5GeV/c.
In the most peripheral centrality class (40–90%), the two models follow significantly different trends, but
the uncertainties from the measurement are too large to conclude. However, if the low pT excess is taken
into account, a rather flat pT dependence of the RAA is expected, pushing our measurement aside from TM1
calculations in this specific range. For the high pT region, both models reproduce well the experimental
results in all the centrality classes.
9.3 Rapidity dependence of RAA
The rapidity dependence of the inclusive J/y RAA in Pb–Pb collisions [27] is shown in Fig. 10. The inclusive
J/y RAA measured in the rapidity range |y| < 0.8 is about 0.7, consistent with the value measured at y⇠ 3.
From y⇠ 3 to y⇠ 4, the J/y RAA shows a decreasing trend leading to a drop of about 40%. The influence
of non-prompt J/y on this result is small, as the prompt J/y RAA is expected to be only 8% larger (5%
smaller) for 2.5 < y < 2.75 and 6% larger (9% smaller) for 3.75 < y < 4 if the beauty contribution is fully
(not) suppressed.
The Pb–Pb measurements are compared to theoretical calculations which only consider shadowing and co-
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ψ
	R
AA
	
Expected by recombination models since charm 
density is l rger. 
J/ψ RAA momentum dependence 
Large J/ψ RAA at low pT in 
central Pb-Pb collisions. 
Recombination models predict larger RAA at low 
pT. At high pT suppression is very strong. 95	
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to model calculations [13, 58], as a function of the number of participant nucleons (right).
a function of hNparti. This behavior could be related to the onset of recombination phenomena and to the
thermalization of charm quarks. Theoretical calculations [13, 58], based on transport models (described in
the next section) are able to reproduce the rAA at SPS, RHIC and LHC energies. They correlate the specific
dependence of rAA on collision centrality with the increased importance of recombination effects in the J/y
production mechanism at the LHC.
9 Nuclear Modification Factor
Some of the RAA results presented here were already published in [27] and are shown again in this section,
where they are compared with model calculations and with results from previous experiments. They include
the centrality dependence of RAA (Fig. 7), the pT dependence of RAA for the centrality classes 0–90% and
0–20% (Fig. 9 top row) and the rapidity dependence of the RAA (Fig. 10). The new results shown in this
section include the centrality dependence of RAA for three pT intervals (Fig. 8) and the pT dependence of
RAA for the centrality classes 20–40% and 40–90% (Fig. 9 bottom row). These new results were obtained
using a slightly different trigger selection, as explained in section 3. The consistency of the results obtained
with the two selections was verified.
9.1 Centrality dependence of RAA
Our measurement of the inclusive J/y RAA at
psNN = 2.76TeV in the range 2.5< y< 4 and pT < 8GeV/c
is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of hNparti. Statistical (uncorrelated systematic) uncertainties are represented
by vertical error bars (open boxes). A global correlated systematic uncertainty affecting all the values by
the same amount is quoted in the legend. The same convention is applied in the following figures, unless
otherwise specified. The J/y RAA in the centrality class 0–90% is R0–90%AA = 0.58±0.01(stat.)±0.09(syst.),
indicating a clear J/y suppression. This suppression is significantly less pronounced than that observed at
lower energy in PHENIX in a similar kinematic range, as previously discussed in [26, 27]. For hNparti larger
than 70, corresponding to the 50% most central Pb–Pb collisions, the J/y RAA is consistent with a constant
within uncertainties. Such behavior was not observed in heavy ion collisions at lower energies (SPS, RHIC)
where RAA is continuously decreasing as a function of centrality.
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Fig. 9: (Color online) Inclusive J/y RAA as a function of the J/y pT for 2.5< y< 4 in the centrality class 0–90% [27]
compared to transport models [13, 58] (top left). The comparison is done with PHENIX results [21] and transport
models in the 0–20% [27] (top right), 20–40% (bottom left) and 40–90% (bottom right) centrality classes. Confidence
level values from PHENIX at high pT are not represented.
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The Surprise 
ü Excess of J/ψ yield observed 
at low pT (pT<300 MeV). 
ü Observed in semi-peripheral 
Pb-Pb collisions. 
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systematic uncertainties uncorrelated as a function of pT are shown as open boxes, while the ones fully
correlated as a function of pT but uncorrelated as a function of centrality are shown as shaded areas (mostly
hidden by the points). The global systematic uncertainty, fully correlated as a function of centrality and pT,
is quoted directly in the figure. Numerical values for the J/y yields can be found in Appendix A. The mean
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Fig. 5: (Color online) Differential yields of inclusive J/y in Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 2.76TeV as a function of pT
for three centrality classes. Solid lines correspond to the results from the fit described in the text.
transverse momentum for inclusive J/y production was computed by fitting the pT distribution of inclusive
J/y yields with the function
f (pT) =C⇥ pT
(1+(pT/p0)2)
n , (7)
whereC, p0 and n are free parameters. This function was commonly used to reproduce the J/y pT distribu-
tion in hadronic collisions, see for instance [51–53]. Fit results for the three centrality classes are displayed
as full lines in the figure. An excess over this function is revealed in the lowest pT interval (correspond-
ing to 0 < pT < 500MeV/c) for peripheral Pb–Pb collisions. It could be caused by a residual contribution
from J/y coherent photo-production, which was measured in ultra-peripheral collisions [54]. A quantitative
measurement of this contribution in hadronic collisions is reported in [55]. Thus, in the most peripheral
centrality class (40–90%) the fit was performed for pT > 500MeV/c and extrapolated down to zero (dotted
line). In the 0–20% and 20–40% centrality classes, no J/y excess was observed and fits were performed
down to zero pT. As a cross-check, the same procedure as for the peripheral centrality class was tested and
the obtained results are fully compatible within uncertainties.
Values of the mean transverse momentum (hpTi) and mean squared transverse momentum (hp2Ti) obtained
from the fits as a function of centrality are given in Tab. 3. The statistical (systematic) uncertainty is extracted
by fitting the pT distribution considering only the statistical (pT-uncorrelated systematic) uncertainty of the
measurement. For comparisons, the hpTi and hp2Ti results from PHENIX were recomputed with the function
defined by Eq. 7, adjusted in the measured pT range and extrapolated to pT = 8GeV/c to match our pT range.
These results are also given in Tab. 3 along with the measurement in pp collisions at
p
s = 2.76TeV with
recently updated uncertainties [37].
The hpTi of inclusive J/y measured in pp and Pb–Pb collisions at psNN = 2.76TeV is shown in Fig. 6 (left
side) as a function of hNparti. The error bars (open boxes) represent the statistical (systematic) uncertainties.
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J/ψ RAA at very low pT 
•  RAA reaches 7 at very 
low pT (pT<300 MeV) ! 
•  No hadronic model 
predicts such a strong 
effect at low pT. 
•  Coherent J/ψ photo-
production could be the 
natural explanation of 
this effect. 
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metrical acceptance of the muon spectrometer and matching a track segment above the 1 GeV/c pT thresh-
old in the trigger chambers [10]. In Fig. 1, the pT distribution of OS dimuons, without combinatorial
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Fig. 1: (Color online) RawOS dimuon pT distribution for the invariant mass range 2.8<mµ+µ  < 3.4 GeV/c2 and
centrality class 70–90%. The red line represents the pT distribution of coherently photo-produced J/y as predicted
by the STARLIGHT MC generator [21] in Pb–Pb ultra-peripheral collisions and convoluted with the response
function of the muon spectrometer. The normalization of the red line is given by the measured number of J/y in
excess reported in Table 1 after correction for the y(2S) feed-down and incoherent contributions (see text).
background subtraction, is shown for the invariant mass range 2.8 < mµ+µ  < 3.4 GeV/c2 in the cen-
trality class 70–90%. A remarkable excess of dimuons is observed at very low pT in this centrality class.
Such an excess has not been observed in proton-proton collisions [22–27].
The raw number of J/y in five centrality classes (0–10%, 10–30%, 30–50%, 50–70% and 70–90%) and
three pT ranges (0–0.3, 0.3–1, 1–8 GeV/c) was extracted by fitting the OS dimuon invariant mass dis-
tribution using a binned likelihood approach. Two functions were considered to describe the J/y signal
shape: a Crystal Ball function [28] and a pseudo-Gaussian function [29]. The tails of the J/y signal
3
Evaluation of the J/ψ excess at 
very low pT 
-  5.4 (3.4)σ 
significance in 
70-90% (50-70%) 
centrality bins. 
-  1.4σ in 30-50%. 
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-  Coherent	photoproduction	of	J/ψ	in	Pb-
Pb	collisions.	
-  <pT>~60	MeV/c	(~100	MeV/c	after	
muon	spectrometer	response	function).	
-  Shape	of	STARLIGHT	calculation	in	ultra-
peripheral	collisions	(UPC)	in	good	
qualitative	agreement.	
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Cent. (%) NJ/yAA N
h J/y
AA N
excess J/y
AA ds cohJ/y/dy (µb)
0–10 339±85±78 406 ± 14 ± 55 < 251 < 318
10–30 373±87±75 397 ± 10 ± 61 < 237 < 290
30–50 187±37±15 126 ± 4 ± 15 62 ± 37 ± 21 73 ± 44 +26 27 ± 10
50–70 89±13±2 39 ± 2 ± 5 50 ± 14 ± 5 58 ± 16 +8 10 ± 8
70–90 59±9±3 8 ± 1 ± 1 51 ± 9 ± 3 59 ± 11 +7 10 ± 8
Table 1: Raw number of J/y (NJ/yAA ), expected raw number of hadronic J/y (N
h J/y
AA ) and measured excess in the
number of J/y ( Nexcess J/yAA ), all three numbers in the pT range (0–0.3) GeV/c, and J/y coherent photoproduction
cross section in Pb–Pb collisons at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, with their statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties.
A correlated systematic uncertainty also applies to the cross section. In the most central classes, an upper limit
(95% CL) on the J/y yield excess and on the cross section is given.
function of pT in a given centrality class was used:
dNh J/yAA
dpT
=N ⇥ ds
h J/y
pp
dpT
⇥Rh J/yAA ⇥ (A ⇥ e)h J/yAA . (2)
The factorN is fixed by normalizing the integral of Eq. (2) in the pT range 1–8 GeV/c to the number of
J/y measur d in the sam range, where the hadroproduction component is dominant. The second term
is given by th fit of the J/y pT- ifferen ial cross section measured in pp collisions [25] using Eq. (1).
The third term is a pa m trizat n of the Rh J/yAA a function of pT from the ALICE measurements
in Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 T V [8, 1 ]. These measurements are available in three centrality classes
(0–20%, 20–40%, 40–90%). To calculat the hadroproduction component in the 10–30% (30–50%)
centrality class, parameterizations obtained in both 0–20% and 20–40% (20–40% and 40–90%) were
considered. A Woods-Saxon like parametrization, which describes the prediction of transport models on
J/y production in heavy-ion collisions at low pT [2, 3], was used in all the centrality classes:
Rh J/yAA (pT) = R
0
AA+
DRAA
1+ exp
⇣
pT p0T
spT
⌘ . (3)
R0AA and DRAA are free parameters of the fit while the p0T parameter was either unconstrained or fixed to
MJ/y to force an evolution of R
h J/y
AA at very low pT in agreement with the predictions of the transport
models [2, 3]. In addition, a first order polynomial and a constant were used in the most peripheral class.
Two fitting ranges in pT were considered, either 0-8 or 1-8 GeV/c since the first bin could be biased
by the presence of the very low pT J/y excess. The last term in Eq. (2) is a parametrization of the
acceptance times efficiency of hadronic J/y ((A ⇥ e)h J/yAA ) – determined from MC simulations of the
muon spectrometer response function – with either a third-order polynomial or the ratio of two Le´vy–
Tsallis functions. Simulations were performed with an embedding technique where MC J/y particles
are injected into real events and then reconstructed [8]. The results of the various parameterizations are
averaged in a given range in pT and centrality and the RMS of the results is included in the systematic
uncertainty on the expected number of hadronic J/y .
The excess in the number of J/y measured in the pT range 0–0.3 GeV/c after subtracting the hadronic
component is given in the fourth column of Table 1. The statistical uncertainty is the quadratic sum
of the uncertainties on the measured number of J/y in the pT ranges 0–0.3 and 1-8 GeV/c. The latter
is used in the normalization factor of Eq. (2). The systematic uncertainty is the quadratic sum of the
uncertainties on the signal extraction in 0-0.3 GeV/c (see Table 1) and on the parametrization of the
hadronic component (13.0%, 12.5% and 12% in the 70–90%, 50–70% and 30–50% centrality classes,
respectively, see Table 1). The significance of the excess is 5.4s , 3.4s and 1.4s in the 70–90%, 50–70%
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Hypothesis on the underlying mechanism 
Photoproduction in Pb-Pb 
UPC at 2.76 TeV 
-  Photon from the Pb EM field 
interacts with the Pb nucleus 
(coherent) or with a nucleon 
(incoherent). 
-  Measured in Pb-Pb ultra 
peripheral collisions (b>2 
RPb). 
-  Sensitive to gluon nPDF. 
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Observation for the first time of an excess 
at low-pT in the opposite sign dimuon 
distribution in peripheral Pb-Pb collisions 
Phys. Lett. B 718 (2013) 1273 - 1283 
A plausible explanation 
Coherent J/ψ photoproduction (occuring at b < 2R) is proposed as the underlying physics 
mechanism at the origin of the J/ψ low pT yield excess observed in hadronic Pb-Pb collisions 5 
ALICE Collaboration, PLB718 (2013) 1273 
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Charmonium and e+e− pair photoproduction ALICE Collaboration
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Fig. 5: Measured differential cross section of J/ψ photoproduction in ultra-peripheral Pb-Pb collisions at√sNN =
2.76 TeV at -0.9<y<0.9 for coherent a) and incoherent b) events. The error is the quadratic sum of the statistical
and systematic errors. The theoretical calculations described in the text are also shown.
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Cent. (%) NJ/yAA N
h J/y
AA N
excess J/y
AA ds cohJ/y/dy (µb)
0–10 339±85±78 406 ± 14 ± 55 < 251 < 318
10–30 373±87±75 397 ± 10 ± 61 < 237 < 290
30–50 187±37±15 126 ± 4 ± 15 62 ± 37 ± 21 73 ± 44 +26 27 ± 10
50–70 89±13±2 39 ± 2 ± 5 50 ± 14 ± 5 58 ± 16 +8 10 ± 8
70–90 59±9±3 8 ± 1 ± 1 51 ± 9 ± 3 59 ± 11 +7 10 ± 8
Table 1: Raw number of J/y (NJ/yAA ), expected raw number of hadronic J/y (N
h J/y
AA ) and measured excess in the
number of J/y ( Nexcess J/yAA ), all three numbers in the pT range (0–0.3) GeV/c, and J/y coherent photoproduction
cross section in Pb–Pb collisons at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, with their statistical and uncorrelated systematic uncertainties.
A correlated systematic uncertainty also applies to the cross section. In the most central classes, an upper limit
(95% CL) on the J/y yield excess and on the cross section is given.
dNh J/yAA
dpT
=N ⇥ ds
h J/y
pp
dpT
⇥Rh J/yAA ⇥ (A ⇥ e)h J/yAA . (2)
The factorN is fixed by normalizing the integral of Eq. (2) in the pT range 1–8 GeV/c to the number of117
J/y measured in the same range, where the hadroproduction component is dominant. The second term118
is given by the fit of the J/y pT-differential cross section measured in pp collisions [25] using Eq. (1).119
The third term is a parametrization of the Rh J/yAA as a function of pT from the ALICE measurements120
in Pb–Pb collisions at 2.76 TeV [8, 10]. These measurements are available in three centrality classes121
(0–20%, 20–40%, 40–90%). To calculate the hadroproduction component in the 10–30% (30–50%)122
centrality class, parameterizations obtained in both 0–20% and 20–40% (20–40% and 40–90%) were123
considered. A Woods-Saxon like parametrization, which describes the prediction of transport models on124
J/y production in heavy-ion collisions at low pT [2, 3], was used in all the centrality classes:125
Rh J/yAA (pT) = R
0
AA+
DRAA
1+ exp
⇣
pT p0T
spT
⌘ . (3)
R0AA and DRAA are free parameters of the fit while the p0T parameter was either unconstrained or fixed to126
MJ/y to force an evolution of R
h J/y
AA at very low pT in agreement with the predictions of the transport127
models [2, 3]. In addition, a first order polynomial and a constant were used in the most peripheral class.128
Two fitting ranges in pT were considered, either 0-8 or 1-8 GeV/c since the first bin could be biased129
by the presence of the very low pT J/y excess. The last term in Eq. (2) is a parametrization of the130
acceptance times efficiency of hadronic J/y ((A ⇥ e)h J/yAA ) – determined from MC simulations of the131
muon spectrometer response function – with either a third-order polynomial or the ratio of two Le´vy–132
Tsallis functions. Simulations were performed with an embedding technique where MC J/y particles133
are injected into real events and then reconstructed [8]. The results of the various parameterizations are134
averaged in a given range in pT and centrality and the RMS of the results is included in the systematic135
uncertainty on the expected number of hadronic J/y .136
The excess in the number of J/y measured in the pT range 0–0.3 GeV/c after subtracting the hadronic137
component is given in the fourth column of Tab. 1. The statistical uncertainty is the quadratic sum of138
the uncertainties on the measured number of J/y in the pT ranges 0–0.3 and 1-8 GeV/c. The latter139
is used in the normalization factor of Eq. (2). The systematic uncertainty is the quadratic sum of the140
uncertainties on the signal extraction in 0-0.3 GeV/c (see Tab. 1) and on the parametrization of the141
hadronic component (13.0%, 12.5% and 12% in the 70–90%, 50–70% and 30–50% centrality classes,142
respectively, see Tab. 1). The significance of the excess is 5.4s , 3.4s and 1.4s in the 70–90%, 50–70%143
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Coherent photoproduction 
cross-section 
NAAexcess J/ψ / (1+fD+fI)  !  dσcohJ/ψ/dy 
 -  Correction by the 
fraction of incoh rent 
contribution, fI. 
-  Correction by the 
feed-down of 
coherently 
photoproduced ψ(2S), 
fD. 
-  (Axε)ΑΑJ/ψ assuming 
coherent 
photoproduction 
(transverse polarized 
J/ψ) from 
STARTLIGHT. 
100	
Uncorrelated	systematics	as	a	function	of	
centrality:	
-  Measured	excess,	
-  Incoh ent	J/ψ	and	c herent	ψ(2S)	 ontributions,	
-  Centrality	selection,	occupancy,	trigger,	tracking.	
Correlated	systematic	14%	
-  Luminosity,	MC	input,	trigger	and	tracking	
efficiencies,	and	matching.	
ALICE Collaboration, PLB718 (2013) 
1273 arXiv:1209.3715 
Comparison with theoretical 
expectations 
No model is available for a complete description of coherent 
photoproduction in Pb-Pb nuclear collisions. 
-  Part of the nuclei interacts. 
-  Photon flux of a charge distribution 
of the nucleus for b<2RPb. 
-  An extrapolation of measured J/ψ in 
UPC (b1=2RPb,b2=∞) to 70-90% 
(Npart~11) centrality class 
(b170-90%,b270-90%), provides a cross 
section of ~40 µb. Good qualitative 
agreement with the measured value 
59±16 µb.  
-  Two extreme cases for the photon 
flux: 
-  full nucleus 
-  spectator region 
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Eγ = ħwγ  
Nγ photon flux 
82Pb γ source 
208Pb  nuclear  
target 
J/ψ 
<pT>~1/RPb 
 γ 
ALICE INTERNAL DOCUMENT
Measurement of an excess in the yield of J/ at very low pT in Pb–Pb collisions atp
sNN = 2.76 TeV
(ALICE Collaboration)
(Dated: September 24, 2015)
We report on the first measurement of an excess in the yield of J/ at very low transverse mo-
mentum (pT < 0.3 GeV/c) in peripheral hadronic Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, performed
by ALICE at the CERN LHC. Remarkably, the measured nuclear modification factor (RAA) of J/ 
in the rapidity range 2.5 < y < 4.0 reaches about 7 (2) for Pb–Pb collisions in the pT range 0-0.3
GeV/c in the 70–90% (50–70%) centrality class. The J/ production cross section associated with
the observed excess is obtained under the hypothesis that coherent photoproduction of J/ is the
underlying physics mechanism. If confirmed, the observation of J/ coherent photoproduction in
Pb–Pb collisions at impact parameters smaller than twice the nuclear radius opens new theoretical
and experimental challenges and opportunities. In particular, coherent photoproduction accompa-
nying hadronic collisions may provide insight into the dynamics of photoproduction and/or nuclear
reactions, as well as become a novel probe of the Quark-Gluon Plasma.
RJ/ ,iAA (pT) =
dY
J/ ,i
AA
dpTdy
hT iAAi ⇥ d 
J/ 
pp
dpTdy
(1)
dY J/ ,iAA
dpTdy
=
NJ/ ,iAA (pT bin)
BR⇥ (A⇥ ✏i)(pT bin)⇥ pT ⇥ y ⇥N iMB
(2)
 AA!J/ AA =
X
i= A,A 
 i(w )⌦
Z
R
dN (w  , b)
dS
dS (3)
The aim of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the
study of nuclear matter at high temperature and pres-
sure, where Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) predicts
the existence of a deconfined state of partonic matter,
the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). Heavy quarks are ex-5
pected to be produced in the primary partonic scatterings
and to interact with thi partonic matter, making them
ideal probes of the QGP. According to the color screening
model [1], quarkonium states are suppressed in the QGP,
with di↵erent dissociation probabilities for the various10
states depending on the temperature of the medium. On
the other hand, regeneration models predict charmonium
production via the (re)combination of charm quarks dur-
ing [2–4] or at the end [5, 6] of the deconfined phase. AL-
ICE measurements of the J/ nuclear modification factor15
(RAA) [7–10] and elliptic flow [11] in Pb–Pb collisions at
a center-of-mass energy of
p
sNN = 2.76 TeV, as well as
the comparison of the J/ nuclear modification factor in
p–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.02 TeV [12, 13] with that
in Pb–Pb, support the regeneration scenario.20
In this letter, we report on the measurement of J/ 
production in hadronic Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN =
2.76 TeV at very low pT (pT < 0.3 GeV/c). We find
an excess in the yield of J/ with respect to expecta-
tions from hadroproduction within suppression/regener-25
ation scenarios. A plausible explanation is that the ex-
cess is caused by coherent photoproduction of J/ . In
this process, quasi real photons generated by the strong
electromagnetic field of one of the lead nuclei interact
coherently with all the gluon field of the other nucleus,30
to produce a J/ . The coherence condition imposes a
maximum transverse momentum for the produced J/ 
of the order of one over the nuclear radius, so the pro-
duction occurs at very low pT. Coherent photoproduc-
tion is well known in Ultra-Peripheral collisions (UPC)35
and has been studied also at the LHC [14, 15]. These
measurements give insight into the gluon distribution of
the incoming Pb nuclei over a broad range of Bjorken-
x values, providing information complementary to the
study of J/ hadroproduction in p–Pb and Pb–Pb colli-40
sions. However, coherent J/ photoproduction has never
been observed in nuclear collisions with impact param-
eters smaller than twice the radius of the nuclei, which
would be a nontrivial extension of this process as it is
not obvious how the nuclear break-up following hadronic45
reactions would a↵ect the cross section, given the coher-
ence requirement. Assuming that this mechanism causes
the observed excess, we obtain its corresponding cross
Model M.Klusek-Gawenda 
& A. Szczurek 
-  “Calculation of coherent 
photoproduction for b<2RA is not 
clear.” 
-  Different ways to treat the overlap 
region. 
-  Reasonable good agreement with 
our preliminary results. 
-  Experimental data favour the 
scenario where only the spectator 
region contributes to the coherent 
photoproduction. 
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Centrality range [%] 0-10 10-30 30-50 50-70 70-90 0-100
σREALtot [mb] 1.42 2.47 2.08 1.60 1.24 9.37
dσ/dyJ/ψ [µb] (∆y = 1.5) <318 <290 73 58 59
ALICE data ±44+26−27 ±16+8−10 ±11+7−10
dσREAL/dyJ/ψ [µb] (∆y = 1.5) 123 201 160 116 84
TABLE III: Integrated and diﬀerential cross section for the production of J/ψ in Pb+Pb collisions
for
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV calculated with the help of the first approximation of the photon flux
N (1)(ω, b) (Eq. (2.3)) for the realistic form factor. The diﬀerential cross section is compared with
the ALICE experimental data [16]. ∆y = 1.5 means y ∈ (2.5,4.0) for brevity.
Centrality range [%] 0-10 10-30 30-50 50-70 70-90 0-100
σREALtot [mb] 0.38 1.19 1.29 1.21 1.11 5.47
dσ/dyJ/ψ [µb] (∆y = 1.5) <318 <290 73 58 59
ALICE data ±44+26−27 ±16+8−10 ±11+7−10
dσREAL/dyJ/ψ [µb] (∆y = 1.5) 30 88 91 82 72
TABLE IV: Integrated and diﬀerential cross section for the production of J/ψ in Pb+Pb collisions
for
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV calculated with the help of the second approximation of the photon flux
N (2)(ω, b) (Eq. (2.4)) for the realistic form factor. The diﬀerential cross section is compared with
the ALICE experimental data [16]. ∆y = 1.5 means y ∈ (2.5,4.0) for brevity.
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FIG. 9: dσ/dy cross sections for diﬀerent centrality bins. Theoretical results for diﬀerent models of
the photon flux are compared with the preliminary ALICE data [16]. The shaded area represents
the experimental uncertainties.
lower limit exceeds somewhat the ALICE data may be due to the fact that the coherent
γA→ J/ψA cross section was used in our EPA calculation whereas only spectators may be
active in the production of J/Ψ.
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(0)	UPC	γ	flux	approximation.	
(1)  γ	flux	in	the	whole	nuclear	target.	
(2)		γ	flux	in	the	spectator	nuclear	target.	
Prospects 
-  Theoretical model addressing all the aspects is needed. Ideally to 
provide a reference to this observable in the absence of QGP. 
-  Measurement of the excess in central and semi-central collisions 
at forward and mid-rapidity will be explored during Run2 and 
Run3 at the LHC.  
-  Measurements of the mean pT are also needed to study the size 
of the region contributing to the coherent photoproduction    
(<pT>~1/RA): wider pT distribution in semi-central collisions? 
-  The measurement of the J/ψ polarisation is a golden channel to 
confirm the coherent photo-production hypothesis. 
-  Photon-photon contribution should be there and it is not affected 
by QGP. However it is an experimental challenge. 
-  Whether this new probe can be used to study the QGP, is an 
open question. 
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Measurement of an excess in the yield of J/ψ at very low 
pT in Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV, ALICE 
Collaboration, CERN-PH-EP-2015-268 
Wed Sep 30th 2015 arXiv:1509.08802  
The phase of deconfinement 
ü ALICE is measuring 
open heavy flavours 
at low pT. 
ü Uncertainties still 
larger. 
ü A challenge for the 
ALICE upgrade 
program. 
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FIG. 17. Average RAA of D mesons in the 0-20% centrality class compared to the nuclear
modification factors of charged particles and non-prompt J/ from B decays measured by the CMS
collaboration in the same centrality class. Figure 8 right in reference [ALICE 12f].
of heavy-flavour hadrons at low pT will remain an experimental challenge during the next
10 years at RHIC and the LHC.
E. The opacity of the QGP
Heavy ion collisions at LHC energies allowed to study for the first time the interaction
between hard partons produced in the first stage of the hadronic collisions, with the QGP.
The easiest experimental way to address this topic was via the study of high pT particle
yields and high pT hadron-hadron correlations. High pT particles are produced by the
fragmentation of partons (quarks or gluons) in a time scale around ⌧frag ⇡ E/⇤QCD ⇥
R, where E is the energy of the parton and R is the typical size of a hadron (⇠ 1 fm).
For energies above 5 GeV, the fragmentation time scale is about 20 fm/c. Therefore, in
heavy ion collisions, partons are expected to fragment after traversing the QGP. One of the
major discoveries at RHIC was the suppression of high pT hadron RAA and the quenching
of back-to-back hadron correlations [STAR 02, PHENIX 03a, PHENIX 03b, BRAHMS 04,
STAR 04a, PHENIX 05a]. This observation has been explained by the formation of a QGP
drop where the initial hard partons interact losing a non negligible fraction of their initial
energy (see section II F 3). QCD inspired models assuming gluon radiative energy loss in
the QGP are in good agreement with the data [STAR 05b, PHENIX 05a]. On this topic the
phenomenology is very rich and many experimental detailed studies have been performed
[STAR 11b, STAR 12d, STAR 12b, PHENIX 08, PHENIX 12a].
The first LHC results on RAA have confirmed RHIC results and extended the pT ranges
until values as high as 100 GeV/c [ALICE 11c, CMS 12e, ALICE 12a]. The results indicate
a strong suppression of charged particle production in Pb-Pb collisions and a characteristic
ALICE, JHEP 09 (2012) arXiv:1203.2160 
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Caveat.	I	have	not	shown	many	interesting	results	of	ALICE	on	heavy	flavour	
at	mid-rapidity.	Strong	complementary	between	mid	and	forward.	
ALICE Detector Upgrade 
TRD, TOF, 
PHOS : upgrade 
of the readout 
electronics  
Increase luminosity (100 kHz IR) and improve vertexing 
 and tracking capabilities of ALICE at low pT. 
New beam pipe 
with smaller 
radius 
29mm à 18.0 mm 
TPC: replacement of the  
readout multi-wire chambers 
(MWC) with Gas Electron 
Multiplier (GEM) detectors 
and new pipelined readout 
electronics 
Muon spectrometer  
upgrade of the 
readout electronics 
Upgrade of the 
forward detector 
triggers (ZDC, T0, 
VZERO) for high 
rate operations 
Extension of 
EMCAL 
(DCAL) LS1 
MFT project 
New ITS,high 
resolution,  
low-material-
thickness Inner 
Tracking System 
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ALICE Upgrade documents 
	
Letter	of	Intent:	
ü  	ALICE	
ü  	ITS	
ü  	MFT	
	
TDR:	
ü  Readout-Upgrade	
ü  ITS	
ü  TPC	
ü  O2	(in	progress)	
ü  MFT	submitted	to	
LHCC)	
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Strategy of the ALICE collaboration 
2015-2025 
Low pT and |y|<4 coverage for heavy flavours, quarkonium, 
di-lepton and jet chemistry in heavy ion collision. 
ü Heavy flavours: measurement of the total production cross-
section. 
ü Quarkonium: Precision measurement of the dissociation and 
recombination of quarkonium states.  
ü Low mass di-lepton: Measurement of the thermal virtual 
photons and the rho meson spectral function. 
ü Jets: Particle identification in jets, low pT c and b jets and 
dissipation of the lost energy in the medium.  
MFT+MUON	
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ALICE Muon Spectrometer 
New read-out electronics at 100 kHz IR. Muon trigger è Muon ID 
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Physics Motivations of the Muon 
Spectrometer Upgrade 
ü  J/ψ RAA & v2 in detail. 
ü  J/ψ polarisation. 
ü  ψ(2S) measurement. 
ü  Low pT excess. 
ALICE Upgrade LOI 45
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Figure 2.32: Transverse momentum dependence of the nuclear modification factor for J/y at forward rapidity.
Left panel: the preliminary ALICE data at the LHC, together with CMS data, are compared to measurements at
RHIC by PHENIX. Right panel: the preliminary ALICE data in comparison with transport model calculations.
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Figure 2.33: Elliptic flow of J/y as a function of the transverse momentum in 20-60% Pb-Pb collisions atpsNN =
2.76 TeV. The ALICE data is compared with parton transport model predictions.
reflected in that of charmed hadrons and quarkonia. Indeed, elliptic flow of J/y at LHC energies was
predicted within a transport model [69]. The first measurement at the LHC [79], shown in Figure 2.33,
provides a tantalizing hint of a finite elliptic flow of J/y (the significance of non-zero flow for the central-
ity range 20-60% is 2.3s in the pT range 2-4 GeV/c). The preliminary ALICE data is consistent with the
expectation from transport models, but precision data is needed in order to be able to extract information
on the QGP properties and on the amount of J/y produced via regeneration.
We note that, at RHIC energies, the preliminary measurement by the STAR collaboration shows a J/y
elliptic flow in Au-Au collisions at
p
sNN = 200 GeV [80] consistent with zero.
The picture outlined above for the charmonium production, extracted by comparison of data and model
predictions, remains to be tested by precision measurements at the LHC which further constrain model
calculations. In particular, both the statistical and the transport models employ as input parameter the cc¯
production cross section scc¯. The sensitivity of the calculations on scc¯ is rather large (see Figure 2.31).
A precision measurement of scc¯ in Pb-Pb collisions, within reach with the proposed ALICE upgrade,
will place an important constraint to models.
It is important to emphasize that the two competing models discussed above, despite providing similar
Figures	2.32,	2.38	et	2.40		ALICE	LoI	
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Figure 2.38: The absolute statistical error of the elliptic flow of J/y as a function of transverse momentum for the
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Figure 2.39: Absolute statistical error of the J/y polarization parameters lq (left panel) and lf (right panel) as a
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An internal Forward Tracker for the 
ALICE Muon Spectrometer. 
Absorber
IP!
Dipole
MFT }
The	glasses	of	the	
ALICE	Muon	
Spectrometer	
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MFT detector in a few words. 
•  Precision of the 
tracking: tens of µm. 
•  2000 charged 
particles per unit of 
rapidity. 
•  Challenging 
integration and 
matching  between 
muon and the MFT 
tracks. 
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MFT Layout 
896 silicon pixel sensors (0.4 m2) in 280 ladders of 1 to 5 sensors each. 
113	ALICE	-	LHCC	referees	meeting,	november	18th	2014	
4 1 Introduction
Figure 1.2: Layout of the active area of the MFT detector, showing the positioning of the
silicon pixel sensors and MFT ladders.
luminosities:176
• 8⇥ 1010 nuclear Pb–Pb collisions (10 nb 1, psNN = 5.5 TeV);177
• 1⇥ 1011 nuclear p–Pb collisions (50 nb 1, psNN = 8.8 TeV);178
• 4⇥ 1011 inelastic proton–proton collisions (6 pb 1, psNN = 5.5 TeV);179
A conservative safety factor of ten is further applied to take into account uncertainties on the180
beam background, possible beam losses, ine ciency in data taking and data quality require-181
ments. The expected radiation levels corresponding to the sum of Pb–Pb, p–Pb and proton–182
proton integrated luminosities are summarised in Tab. 1.3. As will be explained in chapter 2,183
the pixel chip technology adopted by the MFT shows no significant performance degradation184
when exposed to these radiation levels even when operated at room temperature.185
IP	region	
Disk#0	
Disk#1	
Disk#4	
Disk#3	
Disk#2	 10	Half-disks	
2	detection	planes	each	
z=-46.0	cm	
z=-76.8	cm	
MFT	doses	
<	400	krad		
<	6x1012	1		MeV	neq/cm2		
10-fold	security	factor	
5%	of	the	ITS	surface	
Twice	the	ITS	inner	barrel	
-3.6		<	η	<	-2.45	
MFT design goals  
Study QGP physics at forward rapidity in ALICE 
•  Vertexing for the ALICE Muon Spectrometer (MS) at forward 
rapidity: 
–  5 detection disks of silico n pixel sensors O(25 µm x 25 µm), 
–  0.6% of X0 per disk, 
–  -3.6 < η < -2.45,  
–  Disk#0 at z=-460 mm, Rin=25  mm (limited by the beam-pipe radius). 
•  Good matching efficiency between MFT and MS: 
–  disk#4 at z=-768 mm (limited by FIT and the frontal absorber). 
•  Fast electronics read-out: 
–  Pb-Pb interaction rate ~50 kHz, and pp interactions at 200 kHz.  
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MFT environment 
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Reminder of physics cases 
Reminder of the MFT LoI 
•  Open Heavy Flavour: 
–  charm in the single muon channel down to pT=1 GeV/c, 
–  beauty in the J/ψ channel, down to pT=0. 
•  Charmonium 
–  separation between prompt and decay J/ψ, 
–  measurement of the ψ(2S). 
•  Low mass dimuon: 
–  improvement of the invariant mass resolution, 
–  higher sensitivity to the continuum. 
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Many new physics cases 
become accessible. 
Topic Observable MUON upgrade  MUON + MFT upgrade 
Heavy flavour RAA (J/ψ from B) Unmeasurable
pT>0 ; 10%
(to be improved “à la 
LHCb”)
v2 (J/ψ from B) Unmeasurable Not evaluated yet
µ decays from c-hadrons Unmeasurable pT>1 ; 7%
µ decays from b-hadrons Unmeasurable pT>2 ; 10%
Charmonia RAA (prompt J/ψ) Unmeasurable pT>0 ; 10%
v2 (prompt J/ψ) Unmeasurable Not evaluated yet
ψ’ pT>0 ; 30% pT>0 ; 10%
Low Mass Low Mass spectral func. and QGP radiation Unmeasurable pT>1 ; 20%
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The displacement of the J/ψ vertex:  
A measurement of the open beauty down to 
pT=0. 
Lorentz Boost facilitates the measurement at low pT. 
Longitudinal displacement analysis in progress. 
Unique at the  LHC for pT=0. 
 
Figure	2.19,		MFT	LoI	
lxy	
lz	
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Improved performances (J/ψ from B decays) 
Good discrimination between prompt and B-decay J/ψ down to pT=0 
thanks to the Lorentz boost along the z-axis. 
tz is weakly dependent on pT for pT<MJ/ψ.  
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Figure 6.19: Left: pseudo-proper decay length distributions for the prompt and displaced J/ 
samples, based on the measurement of the transverse distance between the primary and the J/ 
vertices [2]. Right: pseudo-proper decay time distributions for the prompt and displaced J/ 
samples, based on the measurement of the longitudinal distance between the primary and the
J/ vertices.
6.6.3 Ongoing and future physics performance studies1516
The results of the MFT physics performance studies, discussed in the ALICE Upgrade LoI [2]1517
and reviewed in the previous Sections, naturally open the way to a more comprehensive ex-1518
ploration of the ALICE muon physics horizons after the LHC LS2. Investigations on possible1519
improvements of the analysis strategies for the physics cases considered in the present studies are1520
thus ongoing. In parallel, an intense e↵ort is being undertaken to investigate and quantify the1521
MFT contribution to an additional set of physics items, not covered by the currently available1522
performance studies.1523
A first subject of primary interest is the improvement of the performances in the measure-1524
ment of charm and beauty production in the single muon channel. Currently based on the1525
decomposition of the transverse o↵set distributions of single muons with respect to the primary1526
vertex, this analysis could profit of the introduction of a new discriminating variable, o↵ering1527
a better resolution power in separating charm from beauty, and both signals from background.1528
Following what was done for the analysis of the displaced J/ production, new definitions of the1529
distance between muon tracks and primary vertex are being tested, based on the z-projection1530
of the muon kinematics.1531
Coming to the currently uncovered items of the MFT physics, we should cite the measurement1532
of the elliptic flow of prompt and displaced charmonia, allowing to understand the coupling of1533
the charm and beauty quarks, respectively, to the deconfined medium. These measurements1534
being performed in semi-central Pb–Pb collisions, they will profit from a better signal-over-1535
background ratio than the most central collisions considered in the available MFT performance1536
studies. At the same time, the lower occupancy of the MFT disks will translate into a lower1537
contamination from fake matches between the MUON and the MFT information, improving the1538
spatial resolution of the extrapolated tracks to the primary vertex and the prompt/displaced1539
J/ discrimination.1540
Elliptic flow studies could also be performed on single muons from charmed and beauty had-1541
rons. In this case, too, a more favorable signal-over-background ratio and a more reliable1542
charm/beauty separation are expected with respect to the performances estimated in the most1543
Reconstructed 
by the MFT+MS
HFM: Separation between 
beauty and charm. 
•  Rejection of secondary interactions in the absorber. 
•  Rejection of muons from π and K weak decays. 
•  Separation of the beauty and charm. 
•  Charm measurement down to pT=1 GeV of the HFM. 
Figure	2.27,		MFT	LoI	
Cette	mesure	sera	
améliorée	avec	
l’analyse	J/ψ	du	B	
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The measurement of the ψ(2S). 
Improvement of the precision on ψ(2S).  
S/B ratio increases by a factor 3-5 .  
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Silicon sensor technology 
ITS inner barrel and MFT will consist of the same silicon pixel sensor 
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Size 15x30 mm2
Pitch 30 µm
Resolution 5 µm
Power 50 mW/cm2
Pixel results 
Example of measurement at PS test beam with pALIPIDEfs  
Measurements at PS:  5 – 6 GeV  π- , read-out rates 10-40 kHz 
Results refer to 50 µm thick chips: non irradiated and irradiated with 
neutrons (0.25 x 1013 and  1013 1MeV neq / cm2)   
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Joint MFT-ITS Silicon Pixel Sensor Strategy 
•  Requirements of ITS inner-barrel and MFT are almost identical. 
•  ITS-MFT common sensor  benefits: 
–  minimize sensor cost and manpower resources, 
–  similar flex printed circuit, 
–  same bonding technique (laser soldering), 
–  same read-out architecture. 
•  ITS  sensor(s) will be selected by the ITS project beginning 2015, 
following an internal review involving also the MFT project. 
•  ALPIDE sensor fits the requirements of the MFT detector: 
–  pile-up is reduced due to the shorter integration time. Pile-up deteriorates MS-MFT 
matching efficiency (see MFT LoI), 
–  Power consumption is below 50 mW/cm2, easier integration of the MFT cooling 
system. 
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MFT half-disk design 
•  Two detection planes: 
–  hermetic detector, 
–  coverage around the BP, 
–  redundancy (50%). 
•  Two PCBs, containing the 
regulators, data, clock and 
slow control lines. 
•  Half-disk support. 
•  Half disk spacer. 
•  Survey of each sensor 
positioning with respect to 
half-disk support markers. 
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Disk	support	
Air	cooling	nozzle	 Disk	spacer	
Ladders	
PCB	
Disk#0,	#1	
Material budget per half-disk 
•  FPC is the main contributor to the material budget (38%), followed by the 
stiffener (27%) and the disk spacer (17%). 
•  Silicon pixel sensors contributes to 17%. 
•  Water cooling represents 0.08% of X0 (15%), with “spikes” of 0.3% of X0. 
•  Material budget per disk below 0.6% of X0. 
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3.2 Disk mechanical design 21
Figure 3.10: Example of radiation length fraction distribution for a half-disk.
Figure 3.11: Mean contributions to the fraction of X0 of the di↵erent elements of disk1 along
X and Y directions.
3.2 Disk mechanical design 21
Figure 3.10: Example of radiation length fraction distribution for a half-disk.
Figure 3.11: Mean contributions to the fraction of X0 of the di↵erent elements of disk1 along
X and Y directions.
MFT ladder assembly 
•  Preparation of the ladder elements: 
–  common ITS-MFT sensors, FPC, carbon plastic stiffeners, 
–  soldering of SMD components and connector on the FPC. 
•  HIC Soldering (FPC and sensors): 
–  common semi-automatic assembly system for ITS inner barrel 
and MFT at CERN, 
–  visual inspection and electrical tests. 
•  HIC and stiffener gluing. 
•  Qualification test. 
•  Production of ladders: 
–  an MFT represents 280 ladders: 16, 36,120, 92, 16 ladders of 1 
to 5 sensors respectively, 
–  5 half-disk spares and 20% of ladder spares: total of 506 ladders, 
–  duration of ladders production is estimated to 10 months.  
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sensors	 connector	
MFT half-disk assembly 
•  Preparation of the  half-disk elements: 
–  ladders, half-disk support, half-disk spacer, 2 PCBs. 
•  Positioning of the ladders on the half-disk: 
–  positioning (1/10 mm precision) of ladders on the front and back 
planes, 
–  gluing on the half-disk spacer, 
–  Electrical test. 
•  Qualification tests. 
•  Survey of the sensor positions wrt the half-disk support. 
•  Production of half-disks: 
–  MFT represents 10 half-disks + 5 spare half-disks, 
–  duration of half-disk production is estimated to 3 months  
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Read-out architecture 
•  Between 128-264 high speed data signals (1.2 Gb/s) per disk. 
•  Between 96-136 clock and slow control signals per disk. 
•  Total of  1456 twinax cables for read-out.  
•  Concentrator board ~ 4 m away, where TID about 10 krad. 
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Identical	to	ITS	inner	
barrel	read-out.	
One	single	line	per	
sensor.	
MFT data throughput 
Average data throughput estimation 
includes  Pb-Pb collisions, QED, noise. 
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Collision	Rate	 100	kHz	
Integration	Time		 4	μs	
Fake	Hit	Rate	 10-5		
Average	Hit	Encoding	 35.1	bits	
High speed 1.2 Gb/s lines comply with MFT requirements. 
Full MFT data throughput 57 Gb/s. 
41Introduction
Figure1.2:LayoutoftheactiveareaoftheMFTdetector,showingthepositioningofthe
siliconpixelsensorsandMFTladders.
luminosities: 176
•8⇥1010nuclearPb–Pbcollisions(10nb 1,psNN=5.5TeV); 177
•1⇥1011nuclearp–Pbcollisions(50nb 1,psNN=8.8TeV); 178
•4⇥1011inelasticproton–protoncollisions(6pb 1,psNN=5.5TeV); 179
Aconservativesafetyfactoroftenisfurtherappliedtotakeintoaccountuncertaintiesonthe 180
beambackground,possiblebeamlosses,ine ciencyindatatakinganddataqualityrequire- 181
ments.TheexpectedradiationlevelscorrespondingtothesumofPb–Pb,p–Pbandproton– 182
protonintegratedluminositiesaresummarisedinTab.1.3.Aswillbeexplainedinchapter2, 183
thepixelchiptechnologyadoptedbytheMFTshowsnosignificantperformancedegradation 184
whenexposedtotheseradiationlevelsevenwhenoperatedatroomtemperature. 185
Half-disk0	
Maximum	average	data	
throughput	of	243	Mb/ 	
for	the	sensor	closest	to	
the	be m-pipe	i 	disk#0	
MFT standalone tracking 
•  Two standalone tracking 
algorithms have been 
implemented in AliRoot 
framework. 
•  Cellular automaton algorithm: 
–  Needed for charge particle 
multiplicity, reaction plane 
measurements, correlation 
studies. 
•  Linear track finding algorithm: 
–  Optimizing the MS-MFT 
matching efficiency 
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Figure 6.13: Algorithm track finding e ciency versus transverse momentum (left) and total
momentum (right), AliRoot simulations without noise, all multiplicities, with the Cellular Auto-
maton (CA) and Linear Track Finding (LTF). Only tracks having hits in at least four MFT
disks are considered here, see Figure 6.2 right.
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Figure 6.14: Impact-parameter resolution in the transverse plane (left) and longitudinal direc-
tion (right) as a function of muon transverse momentum. A material budget per disk of 0.6%
of the X0 is chosen in this simulation.
Frontal	absorber	cut	
p>4	GeV/c	
Impact parameter resolution 
•  Resolution below 100 µm for pT>1 GeV/c. 
•  10% worsening of the offset by increasing the material 
budget per disk from 0.6 to 0.8% of X0. 
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MS-MFT single matching efficiency 
•  Two methods have been studied: 
–  MFT-cluster with MS-track matching (LoI), 
–  MFT-track with MS-track matching (new). 
•  Central Pb-Pb collisions. 
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6.5 Matching between MUON and MFT tracks 67
the positions of the MFT and MUON tracks on the last MFT plane, as well as their slopes.1321
The MFT track candidate providing the best matching quality is then chosen. The final step1322
consists in a global fit of the track combining the MUON and the MFT clusters, with the use of1323
a Kalman filter. When following this second approach to the MUON/MFT matching, a further1324
choice is available between the LTF and CA methods for the standalone tracking in the MFT,1325
whose performances are similar in the momentum range p > 4 GeV/c involved here. In the1326
study presented below, the LTF method was considered.1327
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Figure 6.17: Probability of correct matching between MFT and MUON tracks versus the muon
transverse momentum for the track-matching and the cluster-matching methods in 5% more
central Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.5 TeV for the entire rapidity range (left) and — for the
track-matching method only — in two ranges in rapidity (right).
Both the methods always find at least a final extrapolation candidate for each track recon-1328
structed in the MUON spectrometer. However, the rate of correct MUON/MFT matching is1329
found to depend on the tracks kinematics, with a strong dependence on pT and a milder one on1330
the rapidity.1331
Figure 6.17 shows the correct matching rate between MFT and MUON tracks versus the muon1332
transverse momentum in central Pb–Pb collisions at
p
sNN = 5.5 TeV, and the performances1333
from the two matching criteria described above are compared. Muons from prompt and displaced1334
signal sources have been considered for this evaluation. For pT > 2 GeV/c the correct matching1335
rate is found to be larger than 90%, decreasing for lower momenta, but still being ⇠ 65% at1336
pT = 1 GeV/c (Fig. 6.17 left). As it was already noticed in the LoI [2, Fig. 2.6], the matching1337
e ciency is lower for higher rapidity (Fig. 6.17 right), which can be explained by the larger hit1338
density at smaller angles.1339
As it can be seen in the left-panel of Figure 6.17, below pT ⇠ 2 GeV/c the correct matching rate1340
is slightly better for the track-matching approach compared to the cluster-matching considered1341
in the LoI [2, Fig. 2.6]. While this di↵erence probably reflects a di↵erent level of optimisation1342
of the two methods, a residual advantage for the tracking-matching method may still come1343
from the fact that in this approach some of the MFT clusters are eliminated in the preliminary1344
standalone tracking stage, while in the cluster-matching approach all the clusters have to be1345
tested, increasing the probability that a wrong one is associated to the extrapolated MUON1346
track.1347
The track-matching approach may also have some residual advantage also in case of hadronic1348
interaction pile-up, when the correct matching rate given by the cluster-matching approach1349
decreases by about 20–30% for pT ⇠ 1–2 GeV/c as shown in [2, Fig. 2.6]. In this case, thanks1350
to the preliminary standalone tracking stage, the track-matching approach could automatically1351
discard the MFT tracks not pointing to the main interaction vertex.1352
Finally, we note that the fraction of fake MUON/MFT matching, complementary to the1353
correct matching rate discussed above, can be significantly reduced by applying specific cuts1354
MFT collaboration 
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7.2 Cost Assessment 81
Table 7.1: Institutes participating or planning to participate in the MFT Project.
Country City Institute
China Wuhan Central China Normal University (CCNU)
France Clermont-
Ferrand
Laboratoire de Physique Corpusculaire (LPC), Clermont
Universite´, Universite´ Blaise Pascal, CNRS/IN2P3
France Nantes SUBATECH, Ecole des Mines de Nantes, Universite´ de
Nantes, CNRS/IN2P3
France Saclay Commissariat a` l’Energie Atomique, IRFU
France Villeurbanne Universite´ de Lyon, Universite´ Lyon 1, CNRS/IN2P3, IPN-
Lyon
India Kolkata Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics
India Aligarh Aligarh Muslim University
Japan Hiroshima Hiroshima University
South Korea Pusan Pusan National University
South Korea Yonsei Yonsei University
Spain Valencia Instituto de F´ısica Corpuscular
Peru Lima Pontificia Universidad Cato´lica del Peru´
Russia Gatchina Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute
Thailand Nakhon Suranaree University of Technology
7.2 Cost Assessment1645
This section points out some design choices and their possible impact on the global project cost.1646
The costs for R&D are not included in the assessment, neither the personnel cost, nor basic1647
infrastructures of the participating institutes. A summary of the major tasks responsibilities1648
sharing and cost assessment of the MFT detector is shown in Tab. 7.2. A foreseen spending1649
profile, according to the project schedule, is given on Tab. 7.3. It is important to notice that1650
the currency rates [30] are as follows: 1 EUR =1.23 CHF and 1 USD = 0.9 CHF.1651
7.2.1 Pixel sensor1652
The chosen process for the pixels sensor is a 0.18 µm CIS (CMOS Imaging Sensor) process o↵ered1653
by TowerJazz. This process has been used intensively during the R&D phase, and TowerJazz1654
demonstrates its capacity to realize the Si sensors both for the ITS and MFT projects. The1655
cost for the pixel sensors manufacturing consists of the mask cost plus the production cost per1656
wafer. In the money matrix of the MFT project, a financial contribution to the mask is foreseen1657
and the cost for the needed wafers. A financial contribution to the pre-production RUN is also1658
taken into account in the global amount. In addition to the 896 sensors needed for the MFT, it1659
is planned to build 20% of spare sensors plus an additional half-MFT. With a production yield1660
of 50%, the total number of sensor to be produced is 3228. The number of sensors per wafer1661
being about 45, it is planned to order 72 wafers.1662
7.2.2 Flex Printed Circuit1663
The Flexible Printed Circuits of the MFT will have similar design in terms of materials and1664
strips lines than the one of ITS inner-barrel, except the length, which varies for the from 1 up1665
to 5 CMOS sensors. The unit price is based on the o↵ered obtained for ITS [30]. The quantity1666
for MFT takes into account the half MFT spare and 20% spare in case of not satisfying circuits1667
according to our quality criteria. This leads to a total number of 506 FPCs.1668
Very difficult to conclude when the history is 
being written. 
 
Many intriguing results from the HIC at the 
LHC. Digesting run1 (2010-2013) and 
preparing run2 (2015-2018).  
 
We are willing to continuing this fascinating  
adventure of ALICE at the LHC, with the 
ALICE upgrade projects for run3/run4 
(2018-2025). 
 
Conclusions 
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Disclaimer 
•  I gave a reduced and biased selection of 
experimental results. 
•  For instance: 
–  Electroweak boson in heavy ion collisions 
–  UPC measurement: measuring nuclear PDF 
•  A non-explored domain of high multiplicity pp 
collisions:  
•  p-Pb collisions: Many publications from the p-
Pb run in 2012 and 2013. Enormous amount 
of results are available. Far from being trivial ! 
CMS, PLB 715, 66 (2012) arXiv:1205.6334 
ALICE, PLB 718, 1273 (2012) arXiv:1209.3715  
CMS J.Phys. G38 (2011) 124051 & ALICE PLB 712, 165 (2012) 
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Thanks for your attention ! 
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An	astronomer,	a	physicist,	and	a	mathematician	were	
holidaying	in	Scotland.	Glancing	from	a	train	window,	they	
observed	a	black	sheep	in	the	middle	of	a	field.	'How	
interesting,'	observed	the	astronomer,	'all	Scottish	sheep	are	
black!'	To	which	the	physicist	responded,	'No,	no!	Some	
Scottish	sheep	are	black!'	The	mathematician	gazed	
heavenward	in	supplication,	and	then	intoned,	'In	Scotland	
there	exists	at	least	one	field,	containing	at	least	one	sheep,	
at	least	one	side	of	which	is	black.’	
“Fermat’s	Enigma”	by	Simon	Singh		
